


I....-eph'll'/~ 
P.O. 1197, Berkeley, CA 94701 (800)759-1110 Information (415) 548-8999 4% Credit Charge 

3000 dpi Hell Ultresetter completely set up for Calamus. 
$22,000 .. Requirements: TT with 8 megs of Ram, 100 meg or larger hd recommended. Produce 

film or .photographic paper for high resolution printing. Call for our catalog detailing color 
scanning and separation products as ... recognition and color editing. 

" ::i:: Computers Hard Drives 
209 Meg 15ms ~99 
170 Meg 15ms $899 

150 Meg 15ms $849 
110 Meg 15ms sJl69 
80 Meg 19ms $659 
60 Meg 28ms $609 

50 Meg 27ms $549 
40 Meg 19ms $479 

30 Meg Atari $379 

leD Host Adapter 
software and case or 

Mini Tower with room for 
3 hard drives and one 
150 meg tape drive. ' 

SYNTEX OCR $249 

liM ....... 
The premiere plotter 
controller software from 
Germany is now available 
exclusively from Zephyr. 
You can now run the eight 
color sketch mate or any 
other plotter for design on 
paper or for cutting vinyl 
for only $995. GMAPlot 
runs with Calamus or 
Outline and many other 
programs and allows you to 
plot housing designs, run 
an engraver, or cut vinyl 
signs rapidly. If you are a 
graphic artist, T-Shirt 
designer or screen printer 
this is a must for you. 
Special prlcmg: Roland 
Sketch-Mate (8 Ij2"xU") 

and GMAPlot $1595. 

HOWTEK COLOR 
SCANNER $2495 

ZakMcCracken c> ~ c> /J ManiacMansion 
$12.50 ....)0 tware ....)pecia(j $12.50 

Ap,i;CAiiolU l]a.M.J 
Partner ST $ 40 . Anarchy $ 2 7 
WordWriter II $49 Lemmings $35 
Script $50 Populous&SimCity $40 
Wordflair II $59 SimCily Editor $20 
Publisher ST $93 M1 Tank Platoon $35 
1st Word Plus $65 Awesome $30 
DataManager $50 KiliingGameShow $30 
SBT 6.31 Accounting$220ea PowerMonger $40 
ST Accounts $100 Shanghal(MahJong) $25 
Phasar 4.0 $60 Gods $35 
Cornerman $30 Cohort $40 
DBMan 5.2 $189 F29 Retaliator $40 
Superbase II $95 IndJones lastCru $27 
Calamus $189 Warlock $35 
Calamus SL $ 7 00 Tetris $ 2 2 
Megamax "CO $135 Test Drive 2 $35 
Notator 3 $500 Betrayal $40 
Tiger Cub $65 PowerPack(TVFoot) $40 
Dr. T Omega $300 Wheels of Fire(4pak) $40 
Cubase $415 ChessMaster $32 
MS 30 Fonts P&C $135 Chess 2150 $25 
PCSpeed $295 Wonderland $40 
Deluxe Paint $69 North & South $30 
MegaPaint II $135 Nebulous/TowerToppler $ 2 5 
3D Construction Kit $60 Sentry $10 

TT030 2/50 $1849 
TT030 4/50 $1999 . 
Mega STE 2 $1389 
Mega STE 4 $1529 

wow 
All Atari software 30% off everyday. 

Pagestream 2 $199 Africa Corps $45 
Order any STITT software from us and 

we will have it or get it for you. 

Available exclusively from Zephyr. 
Faster and in many ways better than 
HyperCard on the Mac, this freeform 
and graphic database can search 
through 130 megabytes of text in less 

than a second. 

Get the most for $89 from your 
SM124, 758x528 resolution, or 
640x400 in 4 colors on a Multi
Synch. Piggybacks on your 68000 
chip. $100 installed or $89 as a kit. 
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ReadMfj 
AfariUser Magaz/ne has become the largest circulation Atarl 

magazine In the Western Hemisphere, with well over 35,000 copies 

being distributed this month. This month we also sadly have to 

report that the longest running and trusted Atari magazine, STart, 

has ceased publication. Some have said that AtariUser stands 

only to gain from this fact... I disagree. All Atari users lose when 

one of our support systems fail, just as the lett hand can't rejoice 

in the loss of the right. 

However, AtariUser and Atari user must continue . 

Afar/User's distribution is equal to (probablly larger than) all the 

remaining Atari magazines in the US and Canada com-blnedl 

We're taking that responsibility seriously, and will do our best to fill 

the gaps lett by STart and the other Atari magazines "that are 

memories. 

This month, we have new features, and have improved on 

others. John Eldsvoog (CODEHEAD) brings us observations of 

the TT and Mega STe. George Woodside (VKILLER) shares his 

view of the Virus threat in the Atari market. And several columns 

focus on CONNECTIVITY. 

BJ Gleason is probably the most prolific programmer for the 

Portfolio, and we're proud to have him do our regular Portfolio 

column. This month, he has a SAVE THIS PAGE pUll-out 

Resource for the palmtop Atari. 

Next: For August, we'll have a SUMMER FUN SPECIAL 

ISSUE ... and Dave Small will join the AtariUser staff with columns 

specializing in the new TT030 and 68030 technology. Thanks for 

the continuing encouragement and words of praise for our project. 

AtariUser is growing. -John Nagy, Editor-in-Chief, AtariUser 

Magazine 
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• "So, what Is the 

solution to this complex 

problem? Perhaps the 

national Atari periodicals 

should consider adopting 

an advertising policy that 

would ban advertising 

pricing for Atarl products 

in their publications. 

Advertisers could still 

inform consumers which 

products were available, 

and encourage shoppers 

to 'call for best price'." 

4 

High ReSoluti0l8 
... VIEWPOINTS AND RESPONSES FROM OUR ATARI COMMUNITY 

Sheldon Winick on Mailorder 
... MARKETING THE ATARI 

Those of us who have been following the Atari market for any 
length of time have seen Atari's marketing policies take a roller
coaster ride over the years as the company has attempted to find 
its niche in the industry. 

By the time the Tramiel family took control of Atari from 
Warner Communications, whose years of poor marketing had 
managed to alienate most of Atari's established dealer base, the 
main source of Atari equipment had become closeout sales at 
mass-merchandisers or from mail-order marketers. With a very 
meager dealer base to work with, the original ST's were put out 
to the mail-order merchants and volume discounters who had 
managed to stay with the Atari platform up to that time. 

But when Atari rolled out its Mega line of small business 
machines a few years later, they also decided that they needed 
to cultivate a new image and larger dealer base in this country. 
While the mail-order marketers and discount merchants had 
done a fine job of marketing the early ST's to the existingAtari 
user base, they were not getting exposure to the general public 
and not making a real penetration into the business and educa
tional market. Furthermore, the mail-order discounters had 
established a "street priCe" for Atari equipment that was too low 
to offer a full-service storefront dealer a reasonable margin of 
profit. 

Mail-order marketing was banned entirely and the STI 
Mega systems were taken out of general distribution and only 
sold direct to dealerships by Atari Corp. But without a concen
trated effort to recruit and support local dealerships, as well as 
provide them with the necessary advertising, recruitment of new 
dealerships was not successfully accomplished. The total ban 
on mail-order also resulted in making Atari's systems unavail
able in areas of the country where no dealership existed. 

Atari is currently letting the pendulum swing back in the 
other direction, and has returned its products to general distri
bution to make them more readily available to any dealer who 
wants them. Mail-order merchandising has returned to theAtari 
marketplace as well, and has immediately caused some contro
versy in the Atari community. 

The premier issue of AtariUser featured an ad on the 
inside front cover from a mail-order discounter .offering the 
lO40STe at a very low price spotlighted in a large point text. . 
Unfortunately, that ad seemed to create more controversy and 
discussion than the excellent content of the articles in the issue. 
I understand that several dealers complained bitterly to 
AtariUser, and I've heard that some even went so far as to 
dumpster their entire shipment. 

Many of Atari's dealerships in the country rely on Atari's 
l040STe as their bread-and-butter machine. As such, they must 
either make a fair profit margin on that machine or move on to 
other markets. What has aggravated this controversy further is 
the national price war that a few of the mail-order merchants 
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have. been engaging in over the past few months, and the threat 
that this same thing could happen to Atari business and profes
sional systems as well. If the ability to make a fair margin of 
profit is eliminated, there will be very little incentive for dealers 
to carry and support the Atari platform. 

The problem remains in how to allow legitimate mail
order merchants to market their systems to those who prefer to 
shop in that market, while avoiding the national price wars and 
related controversy. It not only threatens the very survival of 
a large number of Atari 's local full-service dealerships, but also 
creates the atmosphere that will undoubtedly prevent new Atari 
dealerships from being recruited. 

So, what is the solution to this complex problem? Per
haps the national Atari periodicals should consider adopting an 
advertising policy that would ban advertising pricing for Atari 
products in their publications. Advertisers could still inform 
consumers which products were available, and encourage shop
pers to "call for best price." 

Without the fear of their customers picking up a periodi
cal and being immediately introduced to absurdly low prices 
being flashed in their faces, local dealers would not be as reluc
. tant to carry, and recommend to their customers, magazines for 
the Atari platform. We have seen the demise of too many Atari 
related periodicals already; I would hate to think that more may 
be lost because Atari dealers might choose to not carry or pro
mote them. 

There is room in the marketplace for legitimate mail
order merchants, mass merchandisers, full service dealerships 
and VAR's. Each of these appeals to a different market seg
ment" and each offers the potential of increasing Atari 's market 
penetration in this country. But for everyone to be successful, 
it is necessary to establish some rules and guidelines along with 
a spirit of cooperation by all the players. 

We will all benefit from a greater market penetration and 
larger user base of Atari owners. And we will all benefit when 
the consumer has the ability to shop for Atari systems at the 
type of merchandiser who best suits his or her own individual 
needs and requirements. But these goals can only be accom
plished if we can find a way to cooperate and work together 
toward improving Atari's market position instead of trying to 
reduce it even further by detrimental marketing tactics. • 

Publisher's Note: AtariUser understands both sides of this 
delicate issue. Although almost no one directly contacted 
AtariUser complaining of deeply-discounted ST prices, 
AtafiUser has adopted an advertising policy whereby Atari 
ST computer prices may not be bannered or highlighted. 

... Sheldon Winick operates the Computer STudio, a 

very successful Atari dealership in Asheville, North 

Carolina. He has recently been writing for the online 

magazine GEnie Lamp, and is in the process of 

organizing a national Atari Dealers Association. 



LOW Power Usersl 

Templicity 
Home And Small Business Templates 
If you hate setting up spreadsheets and making up formulas , 
TemplicityTM will save you time. Instantly calculate and analyze 
mortgage rates, evaluate a car loan, estimate the maximum 
affordable price for property, design a savings program for a 
child's education, etc. This packa~e of 104 prefabricated 
spreadsheet templates covers everything from bookkeeping and 
budgets to inventory and real estate. Interactive tax templates 
aare upgraded each year for $5.00. Available in separate 
versions for LDW Power and VIP Professional. $39.95 

!
; ';T~m-plicity is ~n- e~c~II~~t ~al~~ a~d-I highly ~e~o~~~nd : 

. ' it." Amiga World, October 1990 , 
" - , ,, ... a wealth of tutorial material.. ." ST Informer, Sept. 1988 , 

, "Templicity gives you .. . a lot for your money ." , 
.; ~ ~~C~~~L~,_A~g~s~ 1_9~0 ______________ ' 

Blank Disks EJ) EJ) EJ) [5] 
These are the same double-sided double-density SonyTM 
high quality disks that we use for our products. We_buy 
disks In large quantities and. pass the savings on to you. 

I 50 3 1/2" disks--$39.95 

New for PageStreanl Users! 
'-

~~~TM for PageStreamTM 
The key to quick and easy, professional-looking forms and documents is Qwikforms'" 
It's the only package of forms with over 1 00 different, adjustable layouts. Just choose 
the one you want, insert your name, logo, or text, and print. Business forms include 
invoices, inventory control, real estate forms, job estimates, applications, organizers, 
ledgers, charts, etc. Page layouts include newsletters, .Ietterheads, busin.ess cards, 
brochures, booklets , envelopes, press release, resumes, etc.~ 
Legal forms include wills, deeds, claims , bill of sale , power of 
attorney, etc. Personal forms include announcements, cards, 
architectural symbols for home planning, mail lists, invitations, etc. JJ 
There are also guides and many other unique and unusual uses of . 
PageStream. lncludes 2 free disks of PO Clip art, symbols and -. ~ . 
logos, calculator accessory, and other useful desktop publishing - ~ 
accessories. State which computer you have. $39.95 

. C:::'C3,s,sic:::. VVC3r€3
TU 

" A complete package of the 100 best shareware programs for word ~Ol '.' _ 
processing , database, graphics, games, education, utilities, music, l~' 
telecommunications, desk accessories, etc. 10 double-sided disks I 
Save dozens of hours downloading . Includes STWriter, STSheet, ~ 
VanTerm, DevPacSt, Anist, MasterPaint, MidiSeq, KidsABC, PicSW7, .:. 
Pinhed1.3, DCFormat, etc. These programs are shareware or public -.; 
domain and a contribution to the individual author is often requested I 
and rewarded with additional support and upgrades. $39.95 I ~ I ~" To order by mail send The STer1ing Connection To order by phone, call 

_ q'j check or money 'order to: Box 4850 ~'" 415-655-2355 
.... (CA res. add 6 %) Berkeley, CA 94 704 ;.~ (8 am to 5 pm PST) 

Any 2 of above-$69.95 
Any 3 of above-$99.95 
Any 4 of above-$119.95 
Shlpping-$3.00 (ConHnen1a1 
USA) All other-$5.00. 

The Deskjet 
Utilities Pak 

WlW'II.nduded: 
DeUjot Setqo Al=aorj 
(Caaf"JPDIim, MuJqole Pi<:tum Ibmat PriIIO 

DoIkjoI (]'X 
(Fer AIan~1 Now ExIonIibIc ConIroI PaDd) 

DoIkjoIlst Wmi Driwn 
(1DdudcI ScI for !btl Now Deskjot~) 

DoItjoI MaiIiDg Label PriDIor 
_ (bqIcn and PmmIIIIloIi!nm:d ASOI Filo:oj 

DeUjot DiIt laboJor 

Deskjet Owners Rejoice! 

Our New Software 
Compilation Is Just 
What You've Been 

Waiting For! 

(FanmdI Diok DiJedmia 011 Avery Disk Labell) 

DeUjot I!nvoIqoe Prina-I'RGI\CC 
(MaiDIIiDI MnJqJJo Return AddJaIa) 

Many I'iDo SIiomnre UIiIiIioa On DiIkI 

OJdor AVFRY labcII tJuou,gb UI (calJ for ddaibO-

Only $34.95 
T$250SIlI-I 

Serd check ex rmrey 0fdEy tJ 50S. 
-CA Aesi1ents add 7% saJes tax. 

DmfIr I"qies hvilErl 

Software 
Development 
Systems 
996 Redondo Ave..It404, Loog IIeadI, CA 90804 - (213) 595-9799 

CODE:+IS6D ~T~ 
software for the Atarl Sf 

III(' l,lIl'~' , .. Idll",,, ,,, 
( "dd "'"d'~ fI .... ' "I 

1""lIfv VI·llII 1 .. ,1 

Aulllmate any IBSk on your Atari coinpulCr with CodcKcys, the Universal Micro Tool! CodcXeya 
rcConIs aU key and button presses and plays them back with precise timing, or as fils! as pooaibtel U .. 
CodcKcys to assign keyboard equivalents to droJHIown menus, III create a ·timed ..... limetion for 
any program, or to click on icons, buUOOs or windows' Insert the current time and dale into • 
document, choosing from among thousands of possible I'onnats' Fine-blne your macros with a ftexible 
OEM-based editor - macros can be nested, looped, repeated, scheduled or delayed' 

HotW"" i. !he -. _ 
way to nm p......,. ( ......... 
ITIICk af """'!) 00 !he AIari ST. 
MaxiFile is our super-powered. 
fcolwe-loodcd r~c ~ 
utility. And both af _ 

powerful programs have ..... bod 
major revision., with even more 
incrodiblc ocw _ and 

functiooaIityl 

Two Powerful Udlide. 
for the Price of One! 

P.O. Box 74090. los Angeles. CA 90004 Tel : (213) 386-5735 
CodeHead products ore-available at your local ST dealer or call us directly lor more Info. 
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II AU Subscriptions 
SUBSCRIBE TO ATARIUSER-YOU MIGH.T •.• 

• have no Atari dealers or user groups nearby ... 
• want to be the . first to get the latest issue ... 
• prefer the convenience of delivery to your home ... 
• want to make sure that you get every issue ... 

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 1 YEAR (12 ISSUES) FOR: 

USA $18.00 
Canada $22.00 (U.S.) 
UK £17.50 
EEC £20.00 

USA AND CANADA SUBSCRIBERS: 

Send a check or money order in US funds to ... 
Quill Publishing Co. 
113 W College St ' 
Covina CA 91723-2008 USA 

Order toll-free! 1 (800) 333-3567 
Make checks payable to Quill Publishing Co. 

UK AND EEC SUBSCRIBERS: 

Contact Bath Publications 
43 Midford Rd. 
Bath BA2 5RW England 
Voice +44 (0) 255 836182. 
Fax +44 (0) 255 840600 
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TOADFILE 44 PLUS 
D 

D 

D 

II 

II 

II 

II 

AT $699. THE ACTUAL, SATISFACTUAL 
REMOVABLE. ONLY FROM TOAD. 

I 

f 

AND THE FEATURES DON'T END 
WITH THE NIHILISTIC CASE DESIGN! 

FRONT MOUNTED POWER SWITCH 

DETACHABLE POWER CORD 

HANDY FEMALE POWER OUT FOR MONITOR 

BUILT-IN WIRING HARNESS FOR SECOND DRIVE 

ICD ADVANTAGE PLUS HOST ADAPTER 

No NEED FOR BREAKFAST CEREAL, FROSTED MINI-WHEATS INCLUDED 

COMPLETE Two YEAR / 36,000 MILE WARRANTY ON DRIVE TRAIN 

THREE FOOT DMA CABLE, LONGEST IN INDUSTRY 

SCSI OUT PORT FOR INEXPENSIVE ADDITION OF SCSI SLAVE DRIVES 

DMA IN/OUT PORT FOR USE WITH OTHER DMA/ACSI DEVICES 

ALL CABLES ~NCLUDED 

PREFORMATTED AND PREPARTITIONED 

READY TO PLUG IN TO ANY 520ST/1 040 ST/MEGA ST/MEGA STEITT030 

II VERSIONS AVAILABLE FOR MACINTOSH, IBM, AND TT030 SPECIFIC 

COOL, COOL, COOLING FAN 

II 

II 

THE SUPPORT OF THE COOLEST COMPANY IN THE ATARI MARKET 

TOAD COMPUTERS 
556 BALTIMORE ANNAPOLIS BOULEVARD 
SEVERNA PARK, MARYLAND 21 146-3818 

(800) 448-TOAD 
(301 ) 544-6943 INFO 
(301) 544-1 329 FAX 

DEALER INQUIRIES ENTERTAINED MD RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 5% 5ALES TAX 4% CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE 



Micro Computer Depot 1-800-845-3070 
Slore/Order Hours 

Moo-Pri 9:00-6:00 

Sal 10:00-5:00 
Atari's largest dealer in the soulh east~ We are Sales and Service authorized 

Jor Ihe complete Alari line. Call Jor currenl pricing on all machines. 

~tari Computer Peripherals 
520ST 319.!15 SF314 DS FDD 119.95 

1J4OSTe 449.95 SC143514" Color Monitor 389.95 

MegaSTel2 1,599.95 SM12A 12" Monochrome 179.95 

Mega STel4 1,749.95 SLM605laser Printer 1,195.95 

Megafile30 449.95 Drum Kit 119.95 

Megafile60 . 799..95 Toner Kit 64.95 

Megafile44 799..95 

Entertainment Productivity 
Adv Destroyer Sim 44.95 calamus 229.!!i 

Betrayal 52.95 OuUine 231!!i 

Coin Op Hits II 52.95 Font Editor B4.!!i 

Falcon Mission II 24.95 Data Manager 57.!!i 

Hard Drivin II 44.95 Data Manager Pro 129.!Ii 

Lemmirvs 39.95 1st Word Plus 89.!!i 

Merchant Colony 52.95 Pagestream 182 169.!Ii 

NAM 52.95 Publisher ST 79.!!i 

Night Shift 33.95 Swift calc 57.!!i 

Overtord 41.95 Word Flair II n9.!!i 

Power Monger 41.95 Word Perfect 199.!!i 

Winning Team 52.95 Word Writer ST 57.!!i , 
We import many popular European lilies. Call for weekly specials. 

7018 1wo Notch Road 

Columbia, SC 29223 

No surcharge for credit card orders. 

Complete ST Systems 
S20 S1 Telecommunications 

520 ST Computcr 
SM124 Monochromc Monitor 

SX212 Modem 
S11dker/S')eno Softwarc 

RS232 Cable 

$575.00 

DO ST Home Publisher 
520 ST Computer 

SM124 Monochromc Monitor 
Timeworks DTP 

Citizen 200GX Printcr 
Printcr Cablc 

$775.00 

10'H) STe Graphics System 
1040 S'le Computcr 

SC1435 14' Color Monitor 
Dcluxc Paint Softwarc 

$965.00 

10'H) STe Print Shop 
1040 STc Computcr 

SM124 Monochrome Monitor 
Migraph Hand Scan ncr 

Touch-Up Software 
Easy Draw Software 

$1015.00 

10'H) STe Publishing System 
1040 STc Computcr 

SM124 Monochromc Monitor 
Timeworks DTP 

Citizen 200GX Printcr 
Printer Cable 

$1095.00-



Panther, SoftSource, Contest 
." Z*NET'S ATARIUSER NEWSWIRE FOR JULY 1991 

• Word from the game design cen
ter in Chicago says that Atari has 
completely dropped development 
of the PANTHER game machine. 
Panther was to have been a new pin
nacle in home game units, using the 
Motorola 68000 CPU much like an 
ST computer. It was said to be de
signed to offer remarkable graphics 
with high-power "object oriented" 
programming that would make scal
ing and 3-D viewpoints easy and fast. 
Panther was also to interface to the 
Lynx hand-held game units for multi
player action on the home TV, Official 
reasons are "technical problems," but 
insiders agree that the most worrisome 
problem is the "Super Famicom," re
dubbed "Super NES" unit from 
Nintendo. The Nintendo unit will be 
commercially available long before 
Panther could have been, and is cer
tain to capture the high end of the 
home game market with Nintendo's 
command of the software industry. 
Super NES will also use advanced 
peripherals like a CD ROM and will 
be compatible with other NES prod
ucts. Atari staff say that they are now 
working on "other exciting projects." 

• Atari Canada's General Man
ager Geoff Earle announced a new 
trade-up program to make it easier 
for existing 8-bit Atari owners to be
come ST owners. This program al
lows an end user to trade in their ex
isting 800/600/400IXUXE eight bit 
CPU towards a new 520STFM. Total 
cost to the user will be $250 plus GST 
and taxes if applicable. Canadian. 
users wishing to trade up should send 
a cheque or money order along with 
their 8-bit Atari CPU to: Atari Canada, 
90 Gough Road, Markham Ontario, 
Canada, Attention: Trade-up plan. It 
is expected thatAtari USA will be fol
lowing with their own trade plan later 
in the year. The offer is expected to 
use up existing stocks of the earlier 
520STFM units, now that the STe 
version of the 520 is to become the 
new bottom line machine. 

• Atari Canada is making positive 
advances into the educational mar
ketplace. New bundles from Atari 
will be offered next quarter combin
ing hardware again with software. 
Last year Atari released an educational 
bundle which sold extremely well. 
This year, Atari Canada will be bun
dling Dorothy Brumleve's KidPrgs. 
These programs are an instant hit with 
pre-schoolers and parents alike, and 
should do well in the younger educa
tional sales market D.A. Brumleve, 
developer of Kidprgs, now offers her 
own hardware/software bundle de
signed for children attending a pre
school, day care center, at-risk pro
gram, or Kindergarten -Grade 1. The 
package includes a 1040STe, 11 pro
grams and disk-box, mouse, and 
mousepad. Used with a color monitor 
or tv, the package provides a complete 
computer center for a school program 
aimed at kids ages 2-7. Brumleve 
presented the package at the Midwest 
Association for the Education of 
Young Children conference in Des 
Moines, April 18-20, and was well
received. Programs included with the 
package include PD and commercial 
offerings which have been specially 
modified to suit the needs of a class
room setting. Interested teachers/di
rectors should contact Dorothy 
Brumleve at 217-337-1937. 

• With a minimum of pomp and 
circumstance, the long-awaited 
S 0 F T SOU R C E 
KNOWLEGEBASE opened in 
June on the GEnie Telecommunica
tions Service. The database of "all" 
Atari hardware and software IS 

planned to include demonstration ver
sions of 'most applications, 
downloadable right from the database. 
Users can now search for listed prod
ucts by category of product, keywords 
in the description, price range, release 
date, languages supported, and more. 
While the search format is arcane and 
user unfriendly, most Atarians can 
make use of the system by referring to 
the Softsource Manual and category 

lists that are available in the GEnie ST 
Rf library. Several hundred entries are 
now in the database, which was con
ceived and announced nearly two 
years ago. Dan MacNamee of Atari is 
in charge of the project, which is also 
to spawn a CD ROM disk with every 
known product and demo on it, for 
real-time use at dealers. The concept 
is to allow users to compare and actu
ally see and use major applications 
before choosing the right one for their 
needs and budget. 

• Over 200 people from more than 
six different clubs came to see Bob 
Brodie in a theater setting above 
the Glendale Public Library in late 
April. Also attending the talk was 
Mike Fulton, Atari's newest technical 
support man for developers, and a 
variety of other notable visitors includ
ing representatives from CodeHead, 
Soft-Aware, Gadgets by Small, 
Sliccware, the Computer Network, ST 
Informer, Z*Net, and AtariUser 
Magazine. When the meeting ad
journed, it was only to re-form at The 
Computer Network, a nearby Atari 
Dealer. There, an open house had been 
advertised via direct mail and posters, 
as well as a handout at the Brodie talk. 
Developers had arranged display sta
tions at the store, and refreshments 
were offered by the store. Tony Lee, 
one of the co-owners of The Computer 
Network, reported that the three-day 
sales total for the weekend was more 
than $25,000 above average. Calling 
it a "BobFest," arranger John King 
Tarpinian of the user group HACKS 
says these kinds of events are easy and 
inexpensive to arrange. Less than a 
show and more than a visit, this type . 
of event can really offer an attractive 
forum for Bob and third-party devel
opers to meet with users and to sup
port dealers. 

• Johns Hopkins University is 
sponsoring a "National Search for 
Computing Applications to Assist 
Persons with Disabilities." Devices 
and software of any kind that assist the 

nation's 25 million persons with 
physical or learning disabilities are 
eligible as entries. First prize in the 
competition is $10,000, with over 100 
additional prizes to be offered. The 
program is made possible by grants 
from the National Science Foundation 
and MCI Communications Corpora
tion. In conjunction with the contest, 
a national effort including workshops 
and television events are expected to 
bring the cause to persons of every 
walk of life. Science Museums across 
the country will hold exhibitions in 
December 1991 where regional win
ners will be selected. The top 30 re
gional winners will go to be exhibited 
at the Smithsonian Institution in Wash
ington D.C., where the 10 National 
Winners will be selected and honored. 
The eligible solutions can be on or for 
any type of computer, from the small
est to the largest, and need not even be 
electronic in nature. A cheap and easy 
to use device that helps a sight-im
paired person to read the screen might 
be optical or mechanical, for example. 
Louis Biggie, National Search Coor
dinator, contacted AtariUser Maga
zine because he is a believer in the in
genuity of Atari owners. He expects 
that a number of entries will come 
designed for use on or withAtari Port
folio, ST, or 8-bit computers. A simi
lar search conducted 10 years ago re
sulted in 8,000 participants and a wide 
variety of solutions for the handi
capped, including a reading and a 
writing machine for the blind, adap
tive firmware for Apple IT applications, 
and lots more. The competition is 
open to US residents, and the entry 
deadline is August 23, 1991. Get an 
entry flier from: CAPD. P.O. Box 
1200, Laurel, MD 20723. All inven
tion rights remain with the contestant. 

• 
.... Z*NET NEWSWIRE A service 

of ROVAC Industries. Inc. P. O. 

Box 59, Middlesex, NJ 08846 

908-968-2024, BBS 908-968-

8148, GEnie: Z-NET, 

CompuServe: 71777,2140 
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.,. NAGY'S ATARI NEWS AND COMMENT BY JOHN NAGY 

S art Stops, Inside Atari Corp., 
-n iwan Deals, 'Perfect' Words? 
There is good news and bad news this 
month. The bad news is that another 
Atari magazine has closed. 

So, first the good news. The 
Mega STe is finally street legal in the 
USA. Atari released the computer to 
distributors without FCC Type B ac
ceptance labels some months ago, af
ter the test center Atari used certified 
the machine, but then was itself decer
tified by the FCC. Since NeXT and 
other computer manufacturers have 
blithely thumbed their noses at things 
like FCC certification, Atari decided to 
risk similar releases. 

Fortunately, the risk is over for 
the 16 mHz Mega STe computers, 
which received "real" certification on 
May 15, 1991. That means that the 
"business and professional only" sales 
myth can be dropped, and "home con
sumers" can legitimately buy the units. 

By the way, rumors of FCC 
confiscations of non-compliant hard
ware in home raids are simply scare 
stories. Responsibility for sales to 
Type A (commercia\) environments 
really lie with the efforts of the manu
facturer and dealer, not with the end 
user. Fines and injunctions are the 
weapons of the FCC, and never 
against the "innocent" buyer. 

WhatoftheIT030? No, ithas 
not yet eamed the Type B rating. Soon, 
we hope, but occasional stories con
tinue to surface about owners who 
can't set a monitor on top of the ma
chine and get reliable floppy perfor
mance, etc. These stories mean that 
the existing shielding in the IT may 
be insufficient in practice, therefore 
almost certainly insufficient in the 
FCC theoretical world. Soon? Mean
while, TT030 shipments into the USA 
continue under the Type' A standard. 
So if you want one, you won't have to 
wait A local dealer here in Los Ange
les has one left from their original 
shipment-more than 2 months ago. 
The demand has not quite begun in 
earnest 

Part of the lag in IT interest 
may be attributed to the SST from 
Gadgets by Small. Dave Small, Mac 

emulation czar of Spectre fame, is tee
tering on the edge of commercial re
lease of his 68030 upgrade board for 
the old Mega computers. The 
capabilites of this adaptation of 68030 
technology with caches, dedicated 
RAM, a licensed version of Atari's 
TOS (version 2.02) may make it 
FASTER than a "real" IT. But the 
cost is significant start at $600, add at 
least $200 for a 16 mHz 68030; then 
add another $260 for 4 meg of RAM. 
Want more speed? A package price of 
$1,400 will get you the SST, a 33 mHz 
CPU and 4 meg RAM. Speed kills, 
they say. Certainly kills the budget. 

As I understand it, though, .the 
SST creates more of a super ST than 
a homemade IT. Many similarities in 
the architecture of the SST and the IT 
make some mighty handy compat
ibilities, but SST owners will NOT be 
able to use IT applications with any 
certainty of operation. Indeed, the 
SST will "break" a good number of 
"bad" ST programs too. And no way 
to throttle down the SST equipped 
system is currently planned, short of 
opening . the case, yanking out the 
board, and replacing the stock 68000 
chip. 

Dave's SST will be talked 
about by lots more people than buy it, 
but those who do spring for it will 
definitely rank with the super cool. 
But this is not the same market at all 
as the TT030 from Atari. The IT is to 
the SST as a Lamborghini is to a su
percharged, chopped 'Vette. The hot
rod may well beat the production ve
hicle on the street, but the two cars 
don 't really appeal to the same mar
ket. 

Many people have poo-poohed 
the project, saying it is impossible to 
get the speeds they predict out of the 
design. To quote Dave on Gadget's 
motto, ''The difficult we do with as
sembly language; the impossible we 
do with Diet Pepsi." We should have 
performance measures sometime very 
soon. Gadgets, 40 W. Littleton Blvd. 
#210-211, Littleton, CO 80120, 303-
791-6098. 

A quasi-related mini-contro
versy has been raging over Jim Allen's 
Turbo20 accelerator. It seems that Jim 
has redesigned his Turbo16 and is 
driving "hand picked" 16 mHz 
680oo's at a higher clock rate to get 
still faster performance. A few critics 
forecast doom as the overdriven chips 
bum their way to oblivion, taking your 
computer with it. Jim claims that quite 
to the contrary, his selection process 
determines the chips that can take the 
faster running without decay, and the 
ones that won't cut it aren't used. He 
stakes his reputation-a good one to 
date-on the reliability of the product. 
Ies $329. Fast Technology, P.O. Box 
578, Andover, MA 01810,508-475-
3810. 

INSIDE ATARI 

Budgets are the watchword around 
Sunnyvale these days. It seems that 
Atari has been running without a bud
get since Greg Pratt took over the 
Presidency last October, and that ex
penses are being reviewed one at a 
time. A complete budget simply can't 
get through Jack Tramiel. That makes 
long-term planning impossible. 
Among the effects of the crunch are 
layoffs, consolidations, and rumors of 
more. Shows? Can't commit until 
they get close-although the major 
shows of the year appear to be safe as 
of now. Commitments to Glendale and 

WAACE are finally in place, and 
followthrough on the planned Chi
cago show looks good now. These 
were in serious jeopardy until just re
cently, when Jack himself approved 
the line items. We're glad he believes 
in shows. 

Other reactions to the economy 
atAtari briefly included consolidation 
of the Canadian and MexicanAtari op
erations intoAtari USA, and the elimi
nation of more sub-staff in customer 
relations. These plans were reversed 
by the Tramiels within days of first 
announcement, again frustrating Mr. 
Pratt who is charged with keeping the 
company solidly in the black. Some 
layoffs and further moves in line with 
the "North America Plan" that has 
been talked about for many amonth are 
probably inevitable. But when com
pared with the belt-tightening going 
on at Apple and ffiM, Atari's moves 
are only typical of the industry and 
don't seem to forbode of doom. 

TAIWAN DEALS 

Atari has sold their Taiwan production 
facility! More signals of the end? No, 
they got $60 million for it, and now 
contract with THREE plants in Taiwan 
alone. Production is way up at last, 
and cash flow is greatly improved. 
Atari just decided that it can do better 
as a contractor than as an owner. The 
results of this and other moves should 

.. The Mega STe-Sleek, fast, & now "street legaL" 
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RIO COMPUTERS 
800 782 911 A 'ORDERSONLY 

_ _ MON-SAT 8AM-6PM 
PACIFIC TIME 

AUTHORIZED ATARI 
DEALER I SERVICE 

CENTER 

CUST SERVICE 
TECH SUPPORT 
702·454·7700 
TU-SA 10AM-6PM 

FAX: 702-454-7700 

Take Total Control Of 

PBASE-4 TM Solid Object Motion Control and Animation S 
• Opens a 4th dimension in which you actually cut, copy and paste time itself 
• View 3D objects in the past, present or future from any point in space/time, simultaneously 
• Do cyclic polymorphic transformations without point and face limitations 
• Fully mouse- and tablet- driven programming with keyboard support - Totally 

program control codes 
• Supports all ST and IT resolutions 
• Outputs to P.I.X.A.R. 's Renderman RIB files 

ROSETTA-3D Translator/Viewer - $89.95 
o Translate from one CAD, animation or rendering format into any other supporte 
o Translation file size limited only by mass storage device - not memory size 
o Translate entire folders using wildcards 
o Import individual objects from within a file 
o Quickly create and preview animations with simple "point-and-c1ick" animation 
o Unique 3D object marker enables design of animation storyboards in seconds not minuites or hours 
o High speed wireframe and depth-cue wire frame modes 
o Amazingly fast depth-cue point cloud mode for real time playback of large objects 
o Several solid polygon modes - uses revolutionary new polygon drawing algorithm for lightning fast display 

CHRONOS Key Frame Animator - $249.95 SPECIAL PAK PRICES o Create stunning and complicated 3D animations without programming a single line of code 
o Makes animation as simple as point-and-c1ick ... no complicated motion control language 
o Point-and-c1ick object, camera and light manipulation provides very inuitive user interface 
o Spotlighting and shadow casting funtions built in 
o Unique ability to cut, copy and -Raste motion for repeating complex motion sequences 
o Data compatible with all Cyber M series products 

PRISM PAINT Drawing Program - $79.95 
o Runs in all AT AR(M resolutions plus 1024X768 4096 color mode 
024 bit true color mode with 16 million on screen colors 
o All the standard paint program functions (circle, box, elipse, fill , 

cut, paste, copy, pixel editing etc.) 
o Supports the Cal-Comp graphics tablet in four resolutions 
o Create animations using the built-in slide show features 

PRISM RENDER - $89.95 
o Turns wire frame creations into "photographic" quality images 
o Materials editor turns rendered surface into wood, chrome etc. 

PRISM TABLET DRIVER - $49.95 
PRISM TABLET w/driver - $224.95 

Free Compuserve On-Line Support 

Full PBASE-4 Pak - $369.95 
1. Rosetta-3D 
2. Chronos 
3. Prism Paint 
4. Prism Render 
5. Prism Tablet Driver 
6. Prism Utilities 

Animation Pak - $269.95 
1. Rosetta-3D 
2. Chronos 
3. Prism Render 
4. Prism Utilities 

Artist Pak - $349.95 
I. Prism Paint 
2. Prism Render 
3. Prism Tablet 
4. Prism Utilities 

RIO COMPUTERS 
3430 E. TROPICANA AVE. #65 

LAS VEGAS. NV 89121 

'Add $5.00 shipping/handling in the continental U.S.: $8.00 . PRo AK . HI. FPO, APO: $11 .00-CanadalMex: 
C.O.D . orders add $3 .50 to above charges : SPECIFIY COMPUTER MODEL WITH ORDER : 800-782-9110 

702-454-7700 
VISNMC/Checks/Money Orders/C.O.D. Accepled : Please call for return aulhorization number - relurns 
subject to a 20% restocking fee: We resBrve the right 10 substitute products of different appearance but 
equal quality and function for items pictured above: Prices subject 10 change w~hout notice. IN NEVADA 



.. NAGY'S ATARI NEWS AND COMMENT BY JOHN NAGY 

hit the US shores in July, when liter
ally boatloads of Mega STe machines 
will arrive in the USA. Mter a short
age of equipment, the sudden stock 
may almost be a glut. We are talking 
about up to 25,000 units a MONlli. 

Word is that most of the arriv
ing Mega units will be the one-meg 
no-hard drive model. These can be 
upgraded in seconds to 2-meg, but to 
go to 4 meg may require installing a 
pair of sockets first Still no word on 
what the range of offering or prices for 
Atari's hard drive kits might run for 
installing the internal drives. 

MORE PERFECT WORDS 

Last month we talked about the 
WordPerfect problem. WP Corp has 
an Atari version of 5.x give-or-take 
ready, but wants assurances that there 
is a market. Ataris' developer man, 
Bill Rehbock, has been actively solic
iting reports from users as to their 
actual reasons for not buying 
WordPerfect to date, including bug 
reports. It seems that the WP crew 
haven't been informed of many of the 
niggling things that some users have 
found to still prevent full use of the 
otherwise dynamic and powerful word 
processor. Personally, I don't think 
that even a totally scrubbed up version 
4.1 will sell new units on theAtari. We 
NEED to know that we are on the S.x 
level, like all the other platforms. 
Otherwise, all I see on the shelf at a 
dealer when I look at theAtari WP4.l 
is a four year old product, one that has 
fallen behind the state of the art. So 
far, Bill tells me his mail has been pri
marily negative, bashing him andAtari 
for flubbing the WP deal. What he 
NEEDS is letters to take with him 
when he takes a programming team to 
WordPerfect in July. Those letters 
should say what YOU think about 
WordPerfect, both in the current incar
nation fortheAtari and about why you 
would buy a new version. Reasons 
you didn't buy the existing version are 
important too. Atari Corp, Bill 
Rehbock, 1196 Borregas Blvd, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94088. And/or direct 
to WordPerfect, 1555 North Technol
ogy way, Orem, UT 84057. I really 

believe we can affect this situation if 
we make the effort. If you don't try, 
don't complain about the results. 

DTP BLOSSOMS 

We have great news on three fronts at 
once in the desktop publishing realm. 
PageStream 2 is really out, Calamus S 
is at the door, and maybe even a really 
updated Timeworks Publisher (sorta). 

At the Vancouver Atarifest in 
June, Softlogik is scheduled to begin 
sales of their PageStream 2. I have 
played with the beta version and can 
really agree that its output is radically 
improved without sacrifice of its 
unique features. We'll have a preview 
here next month. 

Word from ISO's Nathan 
Potechin is that Calamus S, the modu
lar replacement for the current Cala
mus 1.09N, will be available as an 
upgrade from version 1.09N in July 
for $69.95 (U.S.). Owners of earlier 
versions will pay $100. Calamus S 
contains every feature 1.09N has plus 
dozens of new features and it is totally 
modular. You can choose to purchase 
whatever additional modules you 
might require ie; the new vector line 
art module for use within Calamus, 
PKS Write word processing module, 
a paint module, etc. Nathan expects 2 
dozen new modules for Calamus be
fore the end of this year. Other fea
tures of Calamus S include working 
in up to 7 windows, 10,OOOth if a point 
text increments, rotation of all graph-

N~ 
• Now a collectors Item. 

STart's final issue before ceasing publication. 

ics, anchoring a pic
ture to a word, text 
style attributes allow
ing global document 
restyle of tagged text, 
and lots more. Cala
mus S is the mono
chrome version, SL is 
the 4-color separation 
version, due in August 
'91. All modules (ex
cept color specific 
ones) will freely inter
change between S and 
SL, allowing most us
ers to buy S. now and 
decide to move to 
WYSIWYG color in 

SL if and when they have the need. 
Timeworks? Well, maybe. 

OST of the UK produced what we call 
Timeworks Desktop Publisher. years 
back. It has lain, unimproved and 
almost unavailable for the last two 
years, passed up by PageStream and 
Calamus in power and features. At 
last, a new version for the Atari is fin
ished, featuring multiple documents 
and FSM GDOS handling. But it's 
still up in the air whether Timeworks 
will distribute the it in the USA. 
Someone will. And from what I hear, 
the new version brings Publisher ST 
back into contention as a lower price 
but versatile home publisher. 

In related news, DynaCADD 
for the IT is being delayed after hav
ing been planned for June release. A 
recompiled IT version that takes full 
advantage of the IT's capabilities, 
DynaCADDITfeatures include: hid
den line removal, bi-directional 3D 
DXF, 3D faces, compatibility with ray 
tracing and rendering packages on 
other platforms, etc. Says Nathan 
Potechin of lSD, "We have held back 
the release of the IT version of 
DynaCADD for ONE additional 
month. In addition to the long list of 
features already added to the not yet 
released new IT version of 
DynaCADD, we have decided to go 
even further. Now being added are: A 
Compiled Programming Language, a 
fully integrated multi-document edi
tor, configurable command line inter
preter, a script , language and non-

graphical properties. We had initially 
thought to add these features later but 
fmally decided to do it all now. It will 
be worth the wait, of that I can assure 
you .... While 16 million colors aren't 
that relevant in CADD, we will run 
with every configuration from VOA 
on up. We WILL USE the built-in 
math coprocessor." 

DEATH OF START 

Now the sad news. STart magazine is 
dead. Long the leading Atari maga
zine in the USA, then the only com
mercial gloss monthly, then bi
monthly, now ... gone. 

In mid-May, distributors were 
notified that they could not get more 
STart magazines. Further checking 
with STart staff brought conflicting 
reports, then finally the word came 
from Antic Publishing owner Jim 
Capparell that "STart has suspended 
publishing pending a sale of the maga
zine." Even Tom Byron, STart editor, 
was stunned. 

Despite the debt position of 
STARr Magazine, Antic Publishing 
may indeed have interested lookers 
according to comments from the staff. 
STart may be sold for an undisclosed 
amount to a buyer outside the USA. 
Several overseas magazines have been 
eyeing the US market, including those 
in Germany and the UK. One of the 
most popular imported magazines, ST 
FORMAT of England, is thought by 
many to be the leading contender in 
the STart purchase. Atari itself is said 
to have contacted Antic Publishing in 
hopes of the purchase of the subscriber 
base and the Atari portion of the Antic 
Software Catalog operation. If this 
happened, ATARI EXPLORER 
would gain between 9,000 and 14,000 
subscribers. Although nothing is con
crete, it would appear that STart sub
scribers and perhaps even creditors 
may indeed see something come of 
what was once the largest and most 
respected Atari support magazine. 

With the passing of STart, an 
era in Atari is over. We're glad 
AtariUser is here to try to help pick up 
the pieces. And that's enough news 
for one month. -John Nagy • 
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RIO COMPUTERS ~~~~~;~: 
800-782-911 0 M~N~~f~~B~~~~M ~UE~~~~I~§~R'Jr~~1 TU-SA 10AM-6PM 

PACIFIC TIME CENTER FAX: 702-454-7700 

YOUR HIGH TECH SOURCE FOR AT ARI BRAND AND ATARI COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS 

'Easy to handle Scanner featuring 4 1/8" scanning .width & 400dpi resolution 
enables you to reproduce graphics & text on your computer screen 'Optical 
Charact!!r Recognition Mode will capture text ima!jes from the page & save 
them in format ready for conversion to text file sUitable for word processor 
'Package includes GS-4000 scanner. interface & Scan Edit software 'Powerful 
partner to Desk Top Publishing 'Printout for Epson compatibles 'Unmatched 
range of edit/capture facilities simply not offered by other scanners at this 
unbeatable price 'Adjustable switches for brightness & contrast 'Cut & paste 
editing of images 'Save images as IMG. Degas. Neo, etc - ONLY $299.95 

OCR SOFTWARE -Teach your Atar; to read! 
'Optical character recognition software converts scanned text to ascii'Use 
converted text in your word Processor'No more manual transcribing of text'Uses 
special scanning mode of the Geniscan ST'Learn mode lets you teach your 
computer any font - ONLY $89.95 

ULTRA 
MOUSE 

NO MORE CURSOR DRIFT 
Common with other brands of mice 

$49.95 
FREE MOUSE PAD 

INCLUDED 

MEGAFILE HARD DISK DRIVES 
Syquest 44 Meg Removable 

ONLY - $799 
Call for p,rices on other drives 

3.5" & 5.25" EXTERNAL DRIVES 
3.5" - 'Slim line extra low profile unit 
'Top quality drive mechanism ' Fully 
compatible - 1 meg unformatted 
capacity'Can be formatted to 85 tracks 
and 11 sectors - ONLY $159.95 

5.25"- 'Operate in 40 or 80 track 
mode'Rear pa.nel switches to configure 
ALL combinations of computer model 
and track modes'Perfect for use with 
PC Ditto- ONLY $179.95 

1 MEG INTERNAL DRIVE UPGRADE 
'Replace internal 500K drive with a 
full 1 Meg unit'Top quality drive 
unit- Easily fitted - Full 
instr'uctions Direc~ plug in 
replacement'No special skills or 
tools required'Minor modification 
to enclosure is required'When 
considering a drive replacement 
remember that quality is most 
important - ONLY $119.95 

• Twice the tracking speed of the Atari mouse! · 
• Ultra smooth teflon glides \ 
• Snappier more positive clicking 
• Extra long 6 foot cord 
• German engineered using highest quality 
components for long life and precise positioning 

CARTRIDGE PORT 
EX.PANDER 

ADD AN EXTERNAL CARTRIDGE PORT BUS TO ANY ATARI 

t/ NO MORE PLUGGING AND UNPLUGGING CARTIDGES 

t/ CONNECT UP TO 3 DEVICES SIMUL T ANEOUSL Y 

t/ DAISY CHAIN EXPANDERS FOR EVEN MORE SLOTS 

t/ SELECT THE ACTIVE SLOT WITH ONBOARD SWITCH 

t/ OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY FOR POWER HUNGRY DEVICES 

ONLY $89.95 
RIO Computers ' Add $5 .00 shippinglhandling in Ihe continental U.S.: $8.00 · PRo AK. HI . FPO. APO: $11 .00-CanadaiMex: 800-782-911'0 

C.O.D. orders add $3 .50 to above charges : SPECIFIY COMPUTER MODEL WITH ORDER: 
3430 E. TROPICANA AVE. #65 VISNMCIChecksIMoney.OrdersIC.O.D. Accepled : Please call. for return authorization number - returns 702-454-7700 

subject to a 20% restocking fee : We reserve the flghl to substitute products of different appearance bUI 
LAS VEGAS. NV 89121 equal quality and function for items pictured above: Prices subject to change without notice. IN NEVADA 
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CalAssistant D.A. Help for DTP 
As a Calamus Desktop Publisher user, do you have difficulty with the icons 
or with looking stuff up in the manual? Or, are you planning on buying Calamus 
but are put off by the long learning curve? You might find the solution in 
CalAssistant, an on-line help desk accessory that you can use while working 
in Calamus. 

The titles that appear from the drop-down menu tie in to the top line 
icons within Calamus. The Menu and Sub-Menu commands also reiate di
rectly with the Help Messages that appe~ in the upper-right of the Calamus 
screen. 

When you select a topic from CalAssistant, a Help Wmdow appears. 
This window will give a brief description of that topic. At the bottom of this 
window, it tells you where to find additional help in the Calamus Owner's 
Manual. , 

How much help is it? Well, there are 600 some separate files in the 
CalAssistant system, each one a separate detail screen! The manual wisely 
urges use only on a hard drive. Also, operation in l-meg RAM or less is not 
possible. Although you can install the CalAssist accessory and peruse it with
out Calamus running in a smaller machine, its usefulness would be rather lim
ited. 

The manual is sparse, but the program is simple enough to use. Along 
with the program you get some tutorial CDK files, a complete Helvetica font 
set, and some PD utilities. ' 

CalAssistant is a very useful program for the beginner at Calamus. It 

Thl. ..e"", COI'tft_ncl I. 'ftpl .... nt.d onau wl'Chin 'the Cel..,.u. 
Itull"t In "t:.x't edl",or. I'nce 'the cur .... n't conten"t ot "the "t •• '!: 
edl",or ,,111 be ."ected, you "Ill have "to u.. 'the 
"F1DWbaclr: and clo.. editor"' or "Flow t •• , In''to lewou,"' 
Icon "to 'low .l't.r.d , •• t back Into t •• , fro ..... Th ••• lcons 
a ... a locatec::!l at the top l.f't of 'the t.x't editor. 

Whan this .. od. Is •• 1ec1:ed and '.xot I. balns .n't ..... d. The 
characte ... s .'t cursor rtgh't w' JIb. 0" .... ", ... &'1:1:_" •• 't.xt 'S 
b_ln. 'typed. 

• ",.Ible check "ark a~ 1.f~ 0' ~h. ".n" 'unct:ion .... ans 
i~ i. ..ct:iv .. 1:.d,. o~h.rvi.. ~h. "Weplace Hod." 'unction 
•• of'. 

Cont.nt: at text: fr ..... ill flow in"to ~h. .di~or. only 
if t:hat: 'te .. t: fr .... i ••• lect:.d before clicking on ~h. "Open 
t:ext: .dl'tor"" icon .. It:hln 'the "Cieneral text 'unct:ion." ... nu . 

will shorten the learning curve needed to get you up to being a journeyman 
Calamus user. Even if you consider yourself a seasoned Calamus user, 
CalAssistant will make a good quick reference guide, and a way to explore 
features of the program that you may have avoided. 

CalAssistant is not a product of ISD or anyone else directly involved 
with Calamus. $34.95 from SPAR SYSTEMS, 381 Autumn Avenue, Brook
lyn, NY 11208, 718-325-3169. -John King Tarpinian 

DTPaint Desk Accessory Image Editor 
Imagine TouchUp from Migraph as a desk accessory. That's what D1Paint 
aspires to. D1Paint will load and edit IMG, DEGAS, and MacPaint files even 
while PageStream, Calamus or some other major application is running. It can 
be convenient to add or remove details in a picture that you otherwise are ready 
to use in a desktop publishing program or other graphic application. 

Featuring a common but wide array of drawing a fill tools and brushes, 
along with editable fills and magnification, D1Paint handles quickly and loads 
and saves files much faSter than some editors. Any GDDS font can be used in 
a variety of sizes and styles. "Lasso" and "jackknife" with clipboard-like block 
save and load, one level of undo, and resolution change and aspect ratio control 
complete the picture. 

On the down side, D1Paint only runs on monochrome monitors, although 
it will support the Moniterm. It weighs in at 174K all by itself, and has a memory 
manager that will allow you to set buffer size. Between D1Paint and 'a sizable 
image, you may have 500K or more tied up before you even think about run
ning an application. I don't see a point in using D1Paint in under 2 MEG of 
RAM. 

Worse, D1Paint has a few anomalies of operation that will annoy. The 
documentation admits that you might lose the mouse, and has a function to fmd 
it Mouse buttons may react oddly within some applications. The "active" 
window concept allows the toolbox to appear every time you'move the mouse 
out of the edit window-in practice, unnerving. At least this feature 'can be 
turned off. 

While editing, D'I'Paint is as good as most and better than many image 
creation and editing systems. If you have the need and the memory to spare, 
the intended scheme of use "within" major applications has unique appeal. The 
problems are not crippling, and can be gotten used to. At $49.95, D1Paint is 
a moderate value when compared to other paint programs. A German import, 
distributed in the USA by Rimik Enterprises, 836 Osborne Street, Vista, CA 
92084. -John Nagy 

Mo'~ 
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RIO COMPUTERS CUST SERVICE 
TECH SUPPORT 
702·454·7700 

800 782 911 0 . 'ORDERSONLY 
_ _ MON-SAT 8AM-6PM 

PACIFIC TIME 

AUTHORIZED ATARI 
DEALER / SERVICE 

CfNTER 

TU-SA 10AM-6PM 

FAX: 702-4S4-i700 

SUPERCHARGER · Vl.4 
BREAKS THROUGH THE BARRIER 

Full MS-DOS Compatability With Real Time Multi-Tasking Plus EXPANDABILITY 

We will buy your 
PC-DITTO IITM 

OR 

PC SPEEDTM 
FOR 

$75.00 
When you purchase your SuperCharger directly from RIO Computers 

Offer good thru July 31.1991 

SUPERCHARGER OPTIONS AVAILABLE NOW 

SCpluslExpansion Box 
• Holds SuperCharger and 286 upgrade boards . 
• 2- 16 bit slots accepts ANY standard PC boards 
• Built in power supply 

SCplusl286 - Turns SuperCharger into a full 286 co-computer 
• Runs at 12MHz or 16MHz on a pure AT chip set 
• Comes with 1 Meg of RAM expandable to to 4 Meg - full EMS support 
• Provision for an 80287 co-processor 
• Plugs into existing V30 socket with no soldering required 

SCplus 286 - 12MHz ........ $269.95 
SCplus 286 - 16MHz ........ $349.95 
Expansion Box alone ........ $249.95 
Expander w/12MHz .......... $499.95 
Expander w/16MHz .......... $5'79.95 
10% discount on all upgrade orders before 7/31191 

TRUE MULTI ·TASKING 
Connect several superchargers together to . 
run different programs concurrently 

TOOLBOX 
Programming interface to allow 
programmers to develop their own 
background tasks. 

HOT KEY 
Allows TOS/DOS switching without 
rebooting. 

LAUNCHER 
Execute DOS programs directly from 
your TOS window. 

NO INTERNAL 
MODIFICATIONS 

REQUIRED 

PLUGS DIRECTLY INTO THE 
DMA PORT OF YOUR 

COMPUTER 

MS-DOS INCLUDED 

• RUNS CGA AND HERCULES 

• EQUIPPED WITH I MEG RAM 

• USES EXISTING MOUSE AS DOS MOUSE 

• SUPPORTS S.2S" OR 3.S" AS SECOND DRIVE 

• PRINTS TO THE A TARI LASER FROM DOS 

• SUPPORTS ALL HARD DISKS WITH AHDI 
DRIVER 

• SUPPORTS ALL PARALLEL PRINTERS 

• USES ST SERIAL PORT UP TO 9600 BAUD 

• ATARI3.5" DISK READS/WRITES AS 720K 
DOS 

• SOCKET FOR 8087-2 CO-PROCESSOR 

• USES SUPERCHARGER 'S RAM AS 1 MEG 
RAM DISK 

• USES ST'S RAM AS RAM DISK IN DOS 

• RUNS 286 AND 3.0 WINDOWS · 

• BUILT IN BUS FOR FUTURE EXPANSION 

• SEPERA TE SV DC SUPPLY 

• INSTALLATION MANUAL 

• 12 MONTH WARRANTY 

• SHIELDED ABS CASE (FCC CLASS A CERT.) 

• ONLY 6.2S X 7.2S X 2.2S IN. 

Vl.4 Upgrade Kit - $19.95 
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Keyboard Adapters Z -KEYS & D. E. K.A. 
... Z-KEYS PC KEYBOARD ADAPTER 

Zubair Interfaces is one of several developers who are offering options to the 
generally lowly-regarded keyboards for 520/1040 STs. The keyboard is at
tached to the rest of the computer, and many people would prefer a separate 
keyboard. And on MEGA computers, most users agree that the detached key
board just isn't very good. Z-Keys lets you replace it with any standard PC 
keyboard, giving you your choice of touch and layout. 

Installing the Z-keys is very simple, though you'd never know it from 
the 3 pages of instructions that come with the unit. Essentially, you remove the 
ST's plastic case (not the RF shield), unplug the keyboard cable and plug it into 
the Z-keys. You then plug the Z-keys cable back into the place where the origi
nal keyboard was plugged in. Put it all back together, plug the PC keyboard 
into its cable, and you're done. You do need to install a small keyboard driver 
program in your AUlD folder, but that's even easier than the hardware instal
lation. 

And how does it work? Very well, thank you. Both the PC keyboard 
and the ST's original keyboard are active, in the case of a 520 or 1040. Of 
course, there are some keys that don't exist on one keyboard or the other, but 
by in large, they are similar enough that the PC keyboard can substitute admi
rably for the ST's keyboard. HELP and UNDO don't appear on the PC layout, 
but a software update is available free for all registered owners that re-maps 
them to Fll and F12. Keyboard not included. Z-Keys, $99.95 (adaptor for 
MEGA, $20), from Zubair Interfaces Inc., 5243B Paramount Blvd., Lakewood, 
CA 90712,213-408-6715 -David N. Plotkin 

D.E.K.A. SOFTWARE-INDEPENDENT PC KEYBOARD ADAPTOR 

Like many users, I type nearly twice as fast on a PC keyboard as on an Atari 

Informer II 

keyboard. Of several devices to attach a choice of keyboards to the Atarl, only 
one operates without any resident driver software required. The "Detached 
Extended Keyboard Adaptor" or D.E.K.A. from WuzTeklOrnnimon Peripher
als Inc. is completely self contained and needs no attention from you or your 
ST. That means it always works, not just in ST mode, but in emulation of PC 
and Macintosh too. 

DEKA is a little box, a bit larger than an Atari mouse. It has a jack for 
the line to the computer, one to the PC keyboard, plus joystick and mouse ports. 
The joystick port can also be used for barcode readers that are set up for use on 
a PC. 

Using the DEKA is simple-just plug it in, and it works. If you want 
to use it on an ST model that doesn't already feature a detached keyboard, simple 
adapters are available from WuzTek that just plug in where the normal keyboard 
does inside (any version), allowing the use of any Mega keyboard or the DEKA. 

Internal configuration switches allow selection of several settings for 
different type keyboards, but most of the aftermarket keyboards will work as 
pre-set. Nearly every keyboard will work, although a very few may drain too 
much power from the Atari. 

Atari's odd keys - HELP and UNDO - are mapped by DEKA to function 
II and 12. PC's Page Up and Page Down are now "(" and ")". NUM LOCK, 
SCROLL LOCK, and any extra keys do nothing in this version, and the key
board indicator lights don't work. Since the Atari doesn't use them, it's no 
surprise. But it would be cute if all the PC keys worked as labeled when in PC 
emulation. Maybe an option in a later version? 

An internal battery-backed real time clock is optional. DEKA retails for 
$129.95 from WuzTeklOmnimon Peripherals Inc., One Technology Drive, 
Building IE, Suite 301, Irvine, CA 92718. -John Nagy 

A Database with a Look all· it's Own 
What, another database? Well, not exactly. Informer II is a multiple 

table, semi-relational, data-graphics manager billed as being able to process 
internal and external data records as well as manipulating presentation graphics. 
According to the manual, "Informer II's primary purpose is to visually and 
functionally, duplicate and enhance existing manual processes. New and inno
vative applications requiring data-graphics management are now possible." 

Each database contains up to four independent or semi-~elational tables, 
each table can contain 52 columns, columns may be up to 256 characters in 
length. Each record may contain up to 9216characters. The size of a database 
is limited only by the memory of your machine. 

A nice feature is the ability to integrate graphics with text for a complete 
presentation. You can import DEGAS, DEGAS Elite, NeoChrome or any 
"screen dump" image. The program includes Snapshot for this purpose. The 
program works in both color or monochrome. 'These graphic images can be 
selectively displayed at will by simply clicking on the name of the graphic image 
file from your data or using the File Selector ... Irnages can be permanently af
fixed to the background of the date entry screen to replace a familiar data entry 
form." With this ability you can design and print fill-in forms, custom reports 
and graphic oriented forms. 

Informer II seems to be a stable, competent execution and is easy to use. 
Though the last couple years, Soft-Aware has improved the product steadily. 

While its potential is high, users will have to decide for themselves just what 
need for graphics they have in a database. Registered owners get one free upgrade 
after purchase. Informer II, $89.95 by Soft-Aware, Unlimited, 334 "B" North 
Euclid, Upland, CA 91786. -John King Tarpinian • 
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16 Meg DRAM production Is now being sampled, and 

at . 

Viruses, Atari, and You 

T ST VIRUS KILLER is 

George Woodside's 

answer to the virus 

plague. It is an absolute 

must-have utility for every 

ST owner. VKILLER.PRG 

will Identify and remove 

all known types of ST 

viruses, .and can Install a 

"guard" system on each 

disk that will alert you to 

contamination. Get 

VKILLER from your user 

group, dealer, bulletin 

board service, or direct 

from George, and support 

him with a shareware 

contribution. George 

Woodside, 5219 San 

Feliciano Drive, Woodland 

Hills, CA 91364. 

Desk file 0 tlons 

T IF IT HASN'T HAPPENED YET,IT WILL. 

It's sad, but true. If you use a personal computer, sooner or 
later, you will be struck by a virus attack. There are over 40 
different viruses known to infect SIs, and more than 400 in the 
MS-DOS world. Yes, those MS-DOS viruses will infect SIs 
running MS-DOS emulators, just as Macintosh viruses will 
attack an SI running a Macintosh emulator. It's just a matter 
of time ... 

What is a virus? It's a program you don't want, but may 
have anyway. It managed to invade your system without your 
knowledge, it's running without your cooperation, and it will 
probably spread itself through your disk library against your 
wishes. Some try to be cute, others are a nuisance, but more 
than 25% of the viruses that attack SIs do damage. 

How does a system get infected? Commercial software 
may be infected. Disks from a Public Domain library, or User 
Group library, may bear a virus. A disk from a friend might 
have one. Loan a disk to someone, and you may get your own 
disk back bearing a virus. 

There are other possibilities, too. You may run a pro
gram which creates a virus, and starts it spreading through your 
system. Another type of "link" virus can travel in any program 
file, not just on floppy disks. 

How do you protect your system from these unwanted 
invaders? Be wary. Stay informed about what's happening in 
the software worlds you frequent. Contact your local users 
groups and bulletin boards. When you receive a new disk, ANY 
disk, check it for a virus. Do the same with any of your own 
disks that anyone else has used. 

Set up a boot disk, and only boot your system with that 
disk. On it, put only the software you must have to boot up 
your system. Check it to insure that it is virus free, then write 
protect it (open the corner window). This is important for 
floppy disk systems, but even more so for self booting hard 
disk systems. Since all SIs read the disk in drive A before 

3:45:58 p 

1;1;11 ~ ~ mr· ";; 111 I; ;, 
Drty. A Drtv_ B Show Prtn"t Fil_ 

t Drive A 
Sides on disk: 
Tracks on disk: 
Sectors per trick: 
Reserved settors: 
Sectors per fAT: 
Copies of fAT: 
Directory sectors: 

1 
88 , 
1 
5 
2 
7 

Serial nUMber: 6777848 
BOOT SECTOR EXECUTABLE , 
Extra sectors zeroed, 
Disk very suspicious, 

Kill 
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booting from the hard disk, if the disk in Drive A has a virus, 
it will get installed in your system, hard drive or not. And then 
infect every floppy that passes through the system until it is 
shut off. 

Most of the SI viruses around now will remain in.a 
system through a reset. Only powering the system off will 
remove an active virus from memory. ' But ,if an infected disk 
is in drive A when you power up again, it picks up right where 
it left off. 

How can you protect yourself? Keep as many disks as 
possible write protected. Yes, that certainly is a nuisance, but 
it's nothing compared to the task of trying to rebuild an entire 
library that's been infected by a virus. Keep a backup copy of 
all important data files, and all the software you own. And, by 
all means, keep those backup copies write protected. Despite 
rumors to the contrary, there are no viruses, or other programs, 
than can write to an unmodified SI floppy drive when the write 
protect window is open. 

At this time, there are no SI viruses known to be in 
North America that will attack or infect hard disks or data files 
themselves. All the viruses known here circulate on, infect, and 
attack only floppy disks. Most reside in the critical boot sector, 
the first sector on every SI floppy or hard disk. Most mali
cious viruses attack by destroying the boot sector (and usually 
the disk's directory or other critical data). Removing a boot 
sector virus from an infected disk requires extraction of the 
critical data necessary to preserve the disk data, wiping out the 
rest of the boot sector and directory, then replacement of the 
critical data. This is not always possible, and the disk is lost 
forever. 

And things will get worse. "Link" viruses are well 
known in other platforms. Now they have appeared on SIs in 
Europe, and will soon cross the Atlantic. These viruses move 
through files, rather than disks, and don't care whether they are 
on floppies, hard drives, tape backup systems, or even RAM 
disks. They will spread like wildfire through a system, infect
ing every executable file on an entire system in only a day or 
two. While tools are being developed to combat them, and to 
attempt to recover infected files, the best defense against them 
is nearly the same as the boot sector viruses: check new soft
ware before using it, keep as many disks write protected as 
possible, and use a healthy dose of skepticism and common 
sense. -George Woodside. 

.... George Woodside wrote the famous "Turtle" backup 

system for the ST hard drive, and has since become 

the undisputed authority in detection and cure of 

viruses. A professional programmer for 25 years. 

George works for CitiCorp. and does most of his work 

today in WINDOWS. His pet passion is Indy car 

2cing-mostly watching. thanks. 
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. & MEGA STE 

.. Atari's Newdesk comes 

in the Mega STe and TT 

ROMS, and Is not 

available for the older 

machines. While it bears 

a striking similarity in look 

and features to the 

Gribnifs NeoDesk 

(Version 2 and older), it 

was not a collaborative 

effort. An important part 

of Newdesk is the new 

"Extensible Control 

Panel", giving wider 

control of the operating 

environment, Including the 

new FMS GDOS. 

Extensions can be loaded 

to the control panel, 

becoming something 

between a desk 

accessory and an AUTO 

program, manipulated 

through the Control 

Panel. 
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· .:·TT/ME:GA S::n':'A.LERT • As of May 15, the ..,e9a STe FCC." • In a rel~ted story, TT030 units have ·been 

NeV\ldesk: The NeW' Standard 
.. "ATARI'S GEM DESKTOP IS NEW AND IMPROVED" 

There's a nice surprise in store for owners of the new Atari 
1T030 and Mega STe computers. 111ey can sit behind the wheel 
of a fresh new interface which is not only more colorful and 
powerful, but even has that "new car" smell. 

The desktop's facelift gives it many of the features that 
have been missing from the old familiar desktop, now over five 
years old. Someone at Atari must have been paying attention 
to the wants and desires of users, because the new desktop has 
many of the features provided by the most popular desktop re
placement products. 

Atari hasn't officially announced a name for this im
proved desktop, but it seems to have taken on the name of its 
configuration file, Newdesk. Saving the desktop creates a file 
called NEWDESK.INF instead ofDESKTOPINF. Perhaps the 

similarity between this name and the name of Gribnif's desktop 
replacement, NeoDesk, is not a mere coincidence. 

Probably the most noticeable difference in Newdesk is 
the presence of custom icons. Not only are alternate desktop 
icons assignable, but also tile icons within the windows. This 
means you can have a different icon for each of your files if you 
wish. Desktop icons are no longer limited to drive icons but 
may also be folder, program, or document icons. TI1is means 
that programs or folders can be accessed directly from the 
desktop. 

Another visually pleasing feature (or possibly displeas
ing feature, depending on the user's taste) is the ability to assign 
different colors to different parts of the desktop windows. Any 
color in the color palette may be assigned to each of over a 
dozen different window parts. 

While the old desktop totally ignored all keypress com
mands (except Escape), Newdesk allows assignment of key-
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board commands to any of its menu functiens. You d~cide 
which keys are used and the assigned command keys appear in 
the drop-down menus as a reminder. Other keyboard equiva
lents are built-in, such as keys for opening windows, changing 
the drive displayed in a window, and switching to any of the 
available resolutions. You can also define up to twenty pro
grams which can be started up by pressing function keys. 

One new feature that can sometimes be confusing to a 
novice is the ability to drag fiies" to applications. This allows 
starting installed applications with document files. When you 
drag a file or group of files over any executable file, the execut
able file will be highlighted and if you drop the file(s) there, 
that program will be started up and the file(s) will be passed to 
it on its command line. 111is powerful feature can be acciden· 
tally invoked by performing a file copy operation carelessly. 

Newdesk originated in Germany, having evolved from 
a desktop program by Derek Mui. Officials fromAtari discov
ered this program and arranged to use it as the basis for the 
enhanced desktop of the 1T030 and Mega STe computers. It 
could be argued that most of the features of Newdesk were 
"stolen" from existing desktop programs but the counterpoint 
to that argument is that all of these features would come natu
rally to anyone whose goal is to add increased power and 
usability to the existing desktop. 

A disk-loadable version of Newdesk exists in-house at 
Atari which will run on existing Atari ST computers. However, 
Atari has announced publicly that they do not intend to release 
this version to the public, stating that they don't wish to com
pete with the developers of alternate desktop replacement pro
grams. 111ere are also other reasons for their refusal to release 
this disk version, including its unwieldy file size and the fact 
that is has some potentially dangerous bugs (the disk version, 
not the ROM version). One could also assume thatAtari would 
rather sell a potential Newdesk customer a brand new computer 
than a piece of software. 

It's always exciting to get something new. The features 
provided by Newdesk are likely to keep users happy for quite 
a while. But hopefully it won't be another five years before the 
desktop receives more attention from Atari 's development team. 
If they decide at some future date to enhance the desktop fur
ther, one can only speculate as to what it will be called. Can 
something be newer than new? - John Eidsvoog • 

..... John Eldsvoog is co-owner, programmer, manager, 

and janitor for CodeHead Software, makers of HotWire, 

MaxiFile, MultiDesk, CodeKeys, and other popular Atari 

products. In a previous life he was a keyboardlst and 

conductor for such names as Andy Gibb and John 

Davidson as well as playing on many motion picture 

and television soundtracks. In h is spare time he 

sleeps and sometimes eats. 



Finally a fantastic mouse for only $49.95. The Beetle Mouse has a resolution of '320dpi and is 
ergonomically designed to fit your hand. New light weight components make the Beetle Mouse 
ultra-light and fast with high quality switches that will last. Winner of the TIDEX 90' Award for 
innovative product design. Available for the Amiga and Alari computers. Includes MOUSE PADI 

TALON TECHNOLOGY INC. 
243 N. Hwy 101 Ste. #11, Solana Beach, Ca. 92075 

TEL: (619) 792-6511 FAX: (619) 792-9023 
Prices subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling are extra. *** Dealer Inquiries Welcome **. 



... On· the national boards, 

you can converse with the 

writers and manufacturers 

themselves. You can't 

beat getting answers from 

the horse's mouth. And 

you can Interact with Atarl 

users like yourself... and 

get product opinions from 

people who are already 

using the product. 
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Atari Communications 
... GETTING ON ... 

How do you find a plumber? Someone to dry clean the drapes? 
Or fmd a car rental agency? Just "Let Your Fingers Do The 
Walking." Pick up the phone. 

The same goes for your computer questions. Just pick 
up the phone and dial. Dial who? If you have to ask, you're 
missing out on one of the big advantages of owning a computer 
-communications. For many users, communication has grown 
to be their biggest single computer activity. 

In order to communicate by phone with a computer, you 
need a gadget called a MODEM (for MOdulator! 
DEModulator). It translates computer bytes to audio tones, 
which a phone can carry, and back again. Your computer can 
then "talk" to other systems. 

Modems, like everything else for computers, have got
ten cheaper and cheaper. And the advantages they bring can be 
really significant. Do you hear about new programs and hard
ware enhancements months late, or never at all? Are you out 
in the boon-docks and have no one to talk to when your soft
ware is giving you fits? Let your computer pick up the phone. 

You just need to contact a bulletin board service (BBS). 
If you are in a metropolitan area, there are probably several 
Atari systems within reach of a local phone call. There also are 
national boards that can be reached cheaply from anywhere. 

Local BBS 's are run by individuals, clubs and computer 
stores. They are generally free, although some solicit a small 
annual fee to defray expenses. They provide facilities to con
tact and converse with nearby users like yourself and to pro
vide libraries of public domain (free) software, shareware and 
commercial demos. 

Then there are the national telecom systems, that offer 
interaction and services for sale. One national system, Prodigy, 
has been heavily advertised by Sears. It doesn't have services 
specifically for Atari users, but listen to their ads. They talk of 
things like encyclopedias, on-line banking and stock market 
brokers, major news services, and on and on. Well, all the 
services that DO have Atari specific sections have all those 
advertised features too! 

The grand-daddy of these services is Compuserve. It is 
very complete, very professional, and unfortunately in my 
opinion, overpriced at $12.50 an hour, day or night. Callers 
crawling at the all but obsolete speed of 300 Baud get a break
$6.00 an hour. But there are many Atari ST and 8-bit profes
sionals available on this service, and the Portfolio SIG (special 
interest group) is the best one available anywhere. 

Probably most popular amongst ST Atarians is GEnie 
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(General Electric Network for Information Exchange). This 
service is also the one that Atari itself uses to talk with product 
developers, so you can leave messages for Atari Corp person
nel directly. Currently, GEnie costs a flat rate of $4.95 per month 
for unlimited (after 5 PM) basic services, plus $6.00 per hour 
for the Atari and other specialty oriented sections. 

The third, and least expensive system I'll mention for 
now is DELPlll. This service is more like a national version 
of a local BBS. Delphi is less formally organized than the others, 
but has an extensive library of public domain software, and has 
the best facilities for searching that library. Delphi's cost is $6.00 
per hour with a one hour per month minimum; however, they 
have a "bulk" rate. If you agree to be charged a minimum of 
$20 per month, you get 20 hours of use for that money, and pay 
only $1.20 per hour if you use it more that twenty hours. This 
covers Atari and other forums. 

Now that we've talked about who you can call, let's 
mention HOW you can call. As we said above, you need a 
modem, and they come in different speed rates. The most 
popular speed used to be 1200 Baud, which can transfer about 
120 characters or letters per second. Not bad, but presently, the 
popular rate is 2400 Baud, about twice the effective speed of 
1200. Now of course, you can't type that fast, but you'll ap
preciate the speed when you are reading messages coming in, 
or transferring in a piece of free software. 

2400 Baud modems run as low as $100, and plug right 
into the ST. 8-bit owners will need an interface or an Atari brand 
modem. You'll also need a communications program to run the 
modem, such as Rash or STalker. These are advertised for about 
$30, plus there are public domain and shareware terminal pro
grams available even cheaper or free. We'll go more into that 
concept in a future column. 

The addition of a modem and the software to run it opens 
up a broad range of possibilities for you. Has your computing 
time been getting stale lately? Here's the solution for the 
"blahs"!-Norm Weinress • 

• Officially retired, Norm Welnress won 't quit. He 

designed the D.E.K.A. PC keyboard interface for the 

ST, wrote a crossword puzzle generator sold by Artisan 

Software, and Is neck-deep In design for a new hi 

resolution color board. You can usually find him 

hanging out online at Delphi, GEnie, and the 

CodeHead Quarters BBS. 



With 
Outline Art 

and a little creativity 
you can create Graphics and 

Illustrations such as the images and 
type effects you see on this page. 

Outline Art provides the designer 
and Artist with a powerful array of 
tools and functions for the creation 

of art, logos, details and special 
typographic effects. 

Outline Art also allows the output 
of PostScript® graphic files via the 
"Convert 2X" utility. Outline Art 
retails for US $289.95. For more 

information please contact your 
Atari dealer or ISD Marketing . 

Illustl' ' ...__tion 
Ouditw t\n. mel Cab m ... ~ Ih~ "Jiw:mJ l~rNlk, of DMClDiw:k InlCrn.ionol , 011 OI.hrr Tndrnurh ond Tndm.omn 

_,hr pNfXnon of ,hfi, 1'r.'\~1"f hokkn. The ANn IIlu","r.uion It (au"."" o f Rolf 1W'1I'" of I~ Unlim'cai. 

,.. . 

2651 John Street, Unit 3 ~ 
Markham, Ontario ~ 
Canada L3R 2W5 

Tel: {416} 479·1880 ~" 
Fax: {416} 479-1882 
Genie: ISD 
Compuserve: 76004,2246 



• "Baud' rate" Is the 

speed at which data bits 

are transferred. A higher 

number means your data 

will take less time to be 

moved from one system 

to the other. If you divide 

the baud rate by 11 that 

will give you a rough 

'estimatlon of how many 

characters per second 

you can expect to be ' 

transferred. Systems like . 

CompuServe, Delphi, and 

GEnie which are servicing 

hundreds of users at any 

given time will usually 

take longer to transfer 

files than a single user 

BBS. 
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8-BIT ALERr. A,re you a die-hard Atarl 8-Bltter, 

106'k ing 'f~r an upgrade path with more horsepower? 

deals are being offered by Atarl Canada now, and 

soon from the USA too, to get 8-Bit owners into ST's. 

""'. , ... ,." .". "'.</ G;it;ki/r:£n!L~jg~ ':tll, SU[lOO/T::fInO IIntllmmn,a ·thelr stock 

The 8-Bit State ... 
... CONNECTIVITY WITH YOUR CLASSIC ATARI 400/600/800/XUXE ... 

Connecting your 8-Bit system to other computers provides 
exciting new possibilities for gathering and sharing informa
tion and programs. Ways to expand the communications capa
bIlities of your system include modems, direct connection, and 

. special diskettes. . 
The most popular method used to connect 8-Bit com

puters to other systems is the modem. Several models are 
available which were designed specifically for the classic AtarL 
The SX-212 from Atari features direct compatibility with the 
Atari 8-Bit systems. The SX-212 features both the Atari SIO 
(the custom 13-pin Atari peripheral interface) and standard RS-
232 connections. It'll allow connection between your Atari and 
other systems at either 300 or 1200 baud using stanc\.ard tele
phone lines. While prices vary, you may be able to find the SX-
212 modem priced as low as $18 to $40. 

If you're using a standard (non-Atari brand) modem, 
you'll need an RS~232 interface for your computer. These 

. devices convert the Atari SIO signals to the industry standard 
RS-232 levels. There are several different types with varying 
features and costs. Some are small and simple, like the P:R: 
cdnnection from lCD, Inc., or the 850 interface made by Atari. 
Both of these interfaces provide connections for RS-232 serial 
devices, and a parallel printer. If you have a fe;w more bucks 
in your budget and own a computer with a PBI (6OOXIJ800XL) 
or Eel (130XE) expansion connector, the ICD MIO or CSS 
Black Box interfaces provide not only the serial and printer 

"ports, but also connections for hard drives. 
If you happen to own a PC, ST, or other computer with 

a standard'RS-232 port, you can connect to your classic Atari 
directly . . By using what is called a "null modem" cable, both 
computers will think they are talking via modem, when none 
is there. The big advantage is that you can transfer files at 9600 
or 19200 baud (depending on your interface). Once connected 
in this fashion, each computer can access the resources of the 
other system. 

To support the connection between your 8-Bit and ei
ther a modem or directly connected computer, you'll need a 
telecommunications program ("terminal"). Apopular program, 
written by Bob Puff and called (strangely enough) BOBTERM, 
offers all of the popular file transfer features plus a few special 
ones. The option to translate ASCII to (and from) ATASCII 
(Atari's own version of text that includes graphics and inverse 
characters) during binary transfers is a useful and unique twist 
that only BOBTERM offers. BOBTERM is shareware, avail
able from all of the services, most bulletin board services, and 
of course Bob himself. 
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• 
Another direct connect solution offered by Nick 

Kennedy, is the program SI02PC.ZIP, a shareware offering. 
The nice thing about this package is that you don't use a ter
minal program with it, because it makes your PC look like a 
normal disk drive! You can access the PC's memory as a RAM 
disk, or the PC's disk drives and printer. Instructions are in
cluded on how to construct the custom cable required. ' It's a 
fairly easy project, only using a handful of readily available 
components. Nick also offers a pre-assembled cable, for a 
reasonable fee. Remember-shareware is not free-so if you 
use it, don 't forget to pay for it! 

Charles Marslett (author of A65 and MYDOS) has pro
duced a unique program for the IBM type PC's to allow them 
to format diskettes which can be read by both the PC (using his 
program) and the 8-Bit This shareware program, 
MYDOSPC.ARC, is available on most bulletin boards and 
services. It features commands to format, read, write, catalog, 
and list files on the modified format disks. There is the option 
to automatically translate ATASCII and ASCII control charac
ters as files are copied to and from the diskette. 

For those1of you which own an ST computer (as your 
second system <grin» get the shareware program ST
XFORMER by Darek Mihocka. This program will allow you 
to actually run, although slowly, many 8-Bit programs on the 
ST, provided that they are written "by the book." The later 
versions of this emulator also support a custom cable which 
allows you to connect your 8-Bit disk drive directly to the ST. 
This simplifies moving files to the ST, so make sure you get 
most recent version (2.55)! -Chuck Steinman • 

... RESOURCES 

• leD Inc., 1220 Rock Street, Rcx;kford IL 61101 , 815-968-
2228 • Computer Software Services (CSS), P.O. Box 
17660, Rochester NY 14617, 716-586-5545 • Nick Kennedy, 
300 South Vancouver, Russellville, AK 72801 • Darek 
Mihocka, 14150 N.E. 20th St #302, Bellevue, WA 98007, 
206-885-5893 

.... Chuck Steinman Is one of those engineers who just 

won't let the classic computers die. Often snubbed by 

the s lxteenlthirty-two dudes, he continues to support 

and develop hardware and software for the machines 

with the REAL hidden power. He can be contacted on 

GEnie, Delphi, and CompuServe. 



How to get AtariUser ... 
• u.s. and Canada ONLY' 

• AtariUser Is currently distributed mainly through Atarl outlets. 

There are three ways to receive Atar!User every month ... 

• User Groups 
Atari user groups can obtain AtariUser by calling 1 ~800-333-3567. AtarlUser is free to user groups, and is shipped In bundles of 50, 100, or 

multiples of 100. Here's the shareware part: We ask that you put us on your user group newsletter mailing list (if possible and applicable, and 

if you find that AtariUser is a good thing, send a check for $6 per bundle (50 or 100) to cover our cost of shipping the magazine to you. We. 

realize that not all user groups can afford even $6 per month, so please send yours so that we can afford to ship to those that can't. We'll 

cover the cost of shipping extra copies to shows and festivals. 

• AtarlUser can be a great tool for your groupl For example ... 

Use AtariUser, along with a flyer of your group info, as a monthly newsletter. Spread the word about your group and Atari computers: Place a 

flyer showcasing your group Inside the mag, and place any extra copies at libraries, computer dealers (Atari and otherwise) Make up 

some stickers with "Compliments of .. ... with a contact name and number for the group. Give AtariUser to new Atari buyers to educate them 

and let them see what is available for the Ataris. Give AtariUser away at meetings to those that attend the meetings and/or pay their dues, as 

another incentive to be active in the group. 

• Atarl Dealers/Dlstrlbutors/Mall Order Outlets 

Atari distributors (anyone who sells Atari hardware and software at the manUfacturing', wholesale, distribution , retail, or VAR level can obtain 

AtariUser by calling .1-800-333-3567. AtariUser is free to and Is shipped In bundles of , 50, 100, or multiples of 100. If you find that AtariUser is 

a good thing, send a check for $6 per bundle (50 or 100) to cover our cost of shipping the magazine to you. 

• How can AtarlUser help your dealership? 

OOer It free, so your customers w ill come back every month to pick up the mag and see what you have in stock .. Or, offer it free with 

purchase. Give the magazine to new computer buyers to educate them and let them see what's available for the Atari . Make up stickers with 

"Compliments of ..... with your name, address, etc. to ,place on the cover. 

• Personal Subscriptions Please see page 6. 
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The UltiD1ate Desktop 
NeoDesk® 3 is a complete replace

ment of the built-in desktop that comes 
with your Atari STITT. Its advanced, 
yet intuitive, graphical interface makes 
your computer both easier to use and 
much more powerful. 

It is the easiest and most affordable 
way to realize your Atari's true poten
tial. Many have called it "the ultimate 
upgrade for the Atari ST". ' 

NeoDesk introduced the idea of plac
ing icons directly on the desktop while 
pioneering the concept of assigning dif
ferent icons to files and folders. 

Now NeoDesk 3 takes you a step 
further, with features that will make 
you scream "} want my NeoDesk 3!". 

NeoDesk has hundreds of features 
which make it the most powerful desk
top available for your computer. You 
can even write Desktop Notes'" tight on 
the desktop itself. 

NeoDesk also lets you see two differ
ent parts of the same window, thanks to 
its amazing Split Window feature. Of 
course, any window can independently 
be set to display text or icons. 

Other features include a built-in icon 
editor, keyboard equivalents, desktop 
pictures, file templates , Hot Keys, 
Macros, and Active IcOIlST'~ 

There's even a File Clipboard'M which 
acts similar to an automatically expand
ing and shrinking RAM disk . 

All this and more is available for the 
low price of $69.95. To Qrder your own 
copy, call us at (800) 284-4742. 

GRIBNIF SOFTWARE 
p.o. Box 350 • Hadley, MA 01035 

' ,Tel : (413) 584-7887. Fax: (413) 5~~-2.56~. 
Nr,,,,,",t " :0 ttl'''klt'tt 1I".Io""\lI~ .0( c;"Mlr S"(' ... ~n:. ',.. . .J.J'1' H,,,!" .• , "",/, .. I""u. lIrwJ f ... 
l1">I~.m/~I\·II",,,"'n .. r~',~ (ifihnlrs..i"·~n: All •• hc:. Ir..um ... ,l, ""~'"' ,,,l1li:,, ~'I;W' t..lkkr... 
1",nUn';I<1 "("'I')' ''~''' ' 1'1'11 C"ohni' S.~·I W~"'. "II MiJI.Il1_' Ik-crvN. All ",i..~ ..ul'lp.1~' ,1I.ngc. 



• When adding 

new MIDI 

Instruments to 

your setup, pick 

from different 

synthesis types 

Instead of 

multiples of the 

same. For 

example, If you 

already bought 

the Roland eM-

32L (UA 

synthesis), pick a 

DX7(FM 

synthesis) or 

Matrix 6 

(subtractive 

synthesis) for a 

keyboard Instead 

of the 05. This 

approach 

broadens your 

sonic palette and 

helps nudge you 

Into learning new 

ways to 

manipulate sound. 
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Making MIDI More II 
... YOUR FIRST KEYBOARD(S) 

Last month we looked at what you needed for a beginning MIDI 
setup. The assumption was that we would use it for playback 
only, listening to pre-recorded sequences and maybe doing 
some basic editing. Our starter system was an Atari ST com
puter with I Mb memory and color or mono monitor, running 
Dr. T's Tiger Cub sequencer progran! with a Roland CM-32L 
sound module, but the concepts we'll go over here apply to 
most software and hardware. 

Let's go a step further and record some music. There are 
two different ways to record, each suited for different needs: 
step-time and real-time. Step-time lets you type in your music 
from the computer keyboard without ever playing a note, lit
erally one step at a time. This lets composers write music that 

. might not be able to physically play, opening music ex
to all levels of performers as well as the physically 

The more familiar approach uses the computer and se
quencer to emulate a tape record~r, catching your performance 
on-the-fly from a MIDI keyboard. Real-time recording lets you 
capture timing and dynamic nuances that would be difficult 
and tedious to step-enter. A useful trick is ' to record into the 
sequencer at a slow tempo where you are confident of your 
playing. Once entered, you can speed up the sequencer to play 
at performance tempo. 

Regardless of recording approach (TIger Cub handles 
both), you end up with a track of musical data in your sequencer. 
You can add additional tracks, one at a time, for other instru
ments to build an entire arrangement. A typical approach is to 
assign each instrument to its own MIDI channel and record it 
on an independent track. The Roland CM-32L holds 9 instru
ments, 8 synth parts and a drum machine, each of which can 
be assigned to different MIDI channels. 

Keeping instruments on separate tracks makes for easier 
editing and setting patches (instrument sounds). Use a nominal 
patch while· recording. Later, replay the song while changing 
the patch for that instrument until you get the exact sound you 
want. You aren't limited to a single patch for the entire track, 
either. MIDI protocol defines program changes (e.g. new 
patches) that can be inserted throughout tracks. You could start 
with solo trumpet in the intro, change to muted trumpet for the 
verse, full-out brass section for the chorus, etc. The .CM-32L 
holds 128 different patches, they can be used and varied at will. 

Our starter system doesn't handle real-time recording, as 
you need a MIDI keyboard or other device to produce the MIDI 
data as you play. For now, let's assume you will use a key
board. There are, however, a variety of other MIDI controller 
devices .. Some are based on familiar instruments such as trum
pet, sax, drum, and guitar; others look like something out of 
Star Wars~ 
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You must decide which type of keyboard MIDI control
ler to buy. Option A is a dedicated keyboard, keys only with no 
additional synth capabilities. Option B is a keyboard synthe
sizer, the keyboard cap control the internal synth or any exter
nal synth modules (via a MIDI Out port). The choice is not. 
simply one of cost, some dedicated keyboards cost much more 
than simple keyboard synths. 

You also need to consider what MIDI commands the 
keyboard can send. All send the note number (pitch) but not 
ali are velocity-sensitive, i.e. loudness changes depending on 
how hard you hit the keys. Other desirable features are pitch 
bend and modulation wheels. In addition to pitch shifting and 
vibrato, these controls can be remapped by your sequencer to 
trigger different effects such as panning and volume changes, 
depending on the target synth. More upscale keyboard control
lers have foot switch inputs for volume and sustain pedals, 
aftertouch (senses how hard you press down on a key after 
playing it), and can send on more than one MIDI channel at a 
time. . 

If you are cautiously inching into MIDI, I recommend 
taking Option A and getting a velocity-sensitive dedicated 
keyboard such as the Roland PC-200. Even if you buy a 
keyboard synth later on, it always helps to have an extra light
weight keyboard. 

Those with a more adventuresome· attitude can select 
from several (relatively) inexpensive keyboard synths. Don't 
feel obligated to buy new-you can get great bargains from 
trusted second-hand dealers. Fortunately for newcomers, many 
musicians suffer from technomania and regularly trade in per
fectly good gear for the latest "wundertoy". New gear to con
sider includes the Kawai KIll ($995), Roland D5 ($895) and 
Yamaha SY22 ($1095). Good second-hand gear going for well 
under $1000 includes the Yamaha DX7, Ensoniq Mirage, 
Oberheim Matrix 6, Korg DW8000, and Casio CZ-lOlIIOOO 
(not velocity-sensitive but muchAtari software support). -Jim 
Pierson-Perry • 

• Jim Pierson-Perry has been writing about MIDI 

applications for Atari computers for over 5 years in 

STart, Keyboard, Electronic Musician, and other . . 
publications. He hosts the ST/MIDI Connection within 

the MIDI Roundtable on GEnie that is dedicated for 

Atari support (CAT 29). 



AdSpeedM ST II 

ICD reaffirms its position as the leading developer of third party hardware for the Atari ® ST with the introduction 
of AdSpeec/ ST, a full featured low-cost 16 megahertz 68000 accelerator for all Atari ST, Mega, and Stacy 
computers. With AdSpeec/ ST almost every operation of your computer will be performed faster. 

AdSpeec/ ST continues lCD's tradition of providing the best 
product available. These are some of the features that set it 
apart from the competition: 

• Works with all ST models, from the 520 ST to the Mega 4 and 
Stacy. 

• No mouse, I/O, or blitter conflicts. 
• No jumper wires. 
• low power, high speed CMOS 68000 CPU for full 100% 

instruction set compatibility. 
• Software selectable speeds, with a true 8 MHz mode for 

100% compatibility. Switches speeds on the fly without 
rebooting the computer! 

• 32 kilobytes of high speed static RAM for 16K of datal 
instruction cache and 16K of cache tag memory. 

• Full read and write-through caching fOr maximum s~. 
• State of the art multilayer, surface mount design makes 

AdSpeec/ ST the smallest accelertttor available anywhere. 
• lCD's famous quality, dependability, and support. 

AdSpeec/ ST is the most effective way to increase the overall 
speed of your Atari computer. You'll be amazed at the increase 
in your computer's performance and your productivity. 

AdSpeed is a trademark alICD, Inc. Afari, ST, Mega, and Stacy are trademarks or registered trademarks 01 Alari Carp. 

ICD 
lCD, Incorporated 
1 220 Rock Street 

Rockford,IL61101 
(815) 968-2228 Information 

(800) 373-7700 Orders 
(815) 968-6888 FAX 



• Want to know more 

about Lynx Easter Eggs? 

You have a couple of 

options. Most video 

game magazines run 

Easter Egg sections and 

occasionally Lynx ones 

show up. Star-Linx BBS 

(who found many of the 

Eggs I mentioned) is a 

good place to look. You 

can reach them by 
modem at 602-464-4817. 

Easter Eggs also show 

up regularly on Genie in 

the Lynx message area. 

Topic 38 in the ST BBS. 

Finally. you can find the 

latest Easter Eggs in the 

APE' Newsletter. 
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Games vvithin Games 
~ HIDDEN THINGS IN YOUR LYNX 

Almost every Lynx game has something hidden in it. These are 
commonly known in the video game worid as "Easter Eggs," 
a term derived f~m hidden Easter Egg hunts. Easter Eggs can 
be anything from a secret level-select option, to hidden graphic 
displays, or even a whole other program within the game pro
gram. 

The fIrst Easter Egg in a video game occurred years ago 
during the success of the Atari 2600 system. Back then, Atari 
wasn't too keen on giving its game programmers credit. It was 
rather frustrating for the programmers, who programmed ter
rifIc games (which on the 2600 was a feat in of itselO, and 
nobody else could know who was responsible for it. The pro
grammer of the first 2600 quest-style game, Adventure, decided 
to sneak some credit into his game. A secret room displayed 
·the words "Programmed by Warren Robinett". 

Atari was not pleased, but then they found out that video 
gamers loved finding something hidden and unexpected in their 
games, and they wanted more. From then on, Atari made a 
point of having Easter Eggs in all of its games. These days you 
can fmd Easter Eggs in games for every system, and especially 
those for the Atari Lynx. 

Since programmers are credited these days, you won't 
fInd anything along the lines of the Adventure item, but there 
are some "standard" kinds of Eggs. 

PROGRAMMER'S HELPERS 

When you're programming a game with 50 levels and the game 
doesn't have a level code facility, testing the upper levels to see 
if they work can be a chore. So programmers hide a secret level 
select option within the game. In Roadblasters, you can acti
vate this feature by hitting a roadside tree in level one. A digi
.tized picture of the programmer plus a level selector appear. 
Rampage also has a similar scheme-but we won't give away 
all the secrets of HOW to do it, or it wouldn't be fun looking 
for them. 

Another programmer's helper is a way to make sure a 
feature works without having to wait around for it. In Ms. Pac 
Man, there is a way you can get the speedup whenever you 
want it (even on the regular mazes where that option isn't part 
of the game). In Shanghai you can see the end sequence with
out fInishing the puzzle by going to the high score page, paus
ing, holding option 1,2, A, B, and moving the joypad up and 
to the right. 

HIDDEN LEVELS 

Programmers like to throw these in just so the unsuspecting 
gamer can stumble onto them. Chip's Challenge has 4 more 
levels (the code word for the first hidden level is visible in the 
layout of one of the regular levels). Gates of Zendocon has a 
hidden level where you can pick up all the extra weapons, and 
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your enemies are the digitized heads of the Lynx programmers 
and developers. The hidden level doesn't.have a code word 
and can only be reached via a hidden gate on level TRYX. 

HIDDEN GAMES AND PROGRAMS 

This last bunch is the most interesting of the lot. These Easter 
Eggs usually have nothing to do with the game they're hidden 
within, and were placed there simply for someone to find. 

Slime World has a hidden game which consists of a big 
green zit on the screen. You must move your joypad and press 
your buttons faster than the computer (or a human opponent 
via the ComLynx) to enlarge your zit so it explodes. 

Chip's Challenge has a hidden level which is a 
Mandelbrot fractal graphics generation program. I know very 
little about fractals and such, so just try it out and see what it 
does. Enter MAND as your level code at the start of the game . 

Zarlor Mercenary features the wildest hidden program 
of all. LIFE is a mathematical simulation of life forms which 
was developed by John H. Conway in 1969-1970. This has 
been a favorite for computer simulations and versions have been 
available on the 8-bit and ST computers. The Lynx version of 
Life is hidden within Zarlor and is incredibly fast, really show
ing off the speed and power of the system. Enter it from the 
character select screen by holding option I while moving the 
joypad up, down, left, right, then up again. 

Want to know more about Lynx Easter Eggs? You have 
a couple of options. Most video game magazines run Easter 
Egg sections and occasionally Lynx ones show up. Star-Linx 
BBS (who found many of the Eggs I mentioned) is a good 

. place to look. You can reach them by modem at 602-464-4817. 
Easter Eggs also show up regularly on Genie in the Lynx 
message area, Topic 36 in the ST BBS. Finally, you can find 
the latest Easter Eggs in the APE Newsletter. 

LYNX REl.EASE SCHEDULE 

Newly released: Warbirds, Blockout 
To be out in July: APB, Ninja Gaiden, Pacland 

GAME PI.AY TIP 

Rampage: If you want to survive for any great length of time, 
eat any food and people you can fInd. Soldiers are an excellent 
source of monster nutrition because of their great availability. 
Be careful, a soldier will shoot like crazy when faced with the 
concept of becoming a snack. -Clinton Smith. 

.... Clinton Smith is 24 years old. and lives for his Lynx. 

His APE NEWSLETTER is a quarterly release 

dedicated to Lynx support. Contact Clint at APE. 2104 

North Kostner. Chicago. IL 60639. or on GEnie at 

C.SMITH89. 



~ SAfARI fOM'S #24 DC Desktop 
The GEM desktop enhancement 

~1 for PageStream, Calamus and the Atari ST "DC Desktop Is a permanent part of 
.~ JI_ ..A __ . _ .a 
~ r. 

Safari Fonts #24 contains 3 new display fonts. All faces contain 
upper and lowercase characters as well as many foreign characters. Disk 
#24 contains files for PageStream in Type 3 and Type 1 fonnat. 
PageStream and Type 1 versions contain hundreds of kerning pairs. 

my srcsteml" 
-Ron Luks, Compuserve's S G Atari 

Founder J $39.95 each I 
$69.95 Both 

J 
~ 

Atari ST Calamus versions are Outline-Art Capable and contain no 
segments or "pieces" to ruin shaded or filled effects. Safari Fonts works - .If ......... hlillItII"".IIlt UH [JmIl DC Utilities 2.0 
with all versions of PageStream including 2.1 and 
AIL PageStream supported printers including 
postscript 

Introductory Price! 

$29.95 

__ .11 .-... .. . .., .-OLD ... .. .... 

........ .., "'""' " ... .,. a.D 
Indispensable tools us ....... II ftlllI1I.,.1II lUI 

CiD I ctl'. " • """".UI. 
f ... " . 

I WUlff U , ... . ee',.. ... . 1&IWft . , .. -. 41,._ 
• tuW'It M int ~ ''These pr~rams are .ett" ... ,""',.", .. 

f qt.rt .. · .,.,. .... = as oundlngl" . ... ,. .. • ftoIISIIf. ,", , .. Itt''' I ItI11IW. '1It c.::J 

m4tGh, Citg~" 
~[ddtng 1[[lt 

"OD .... " .. ."""" U IUI 

.~ 
-Ken Badertscher, In •• .4,,. . • ",*,,_UIU. 

Atari Corp. 

-DC Shower NEW! ~ 
Replace the GEM Desktop's SHOW file . . , 
command. View text files, 17 different picture :::: ::: ~"" ("""" o",wert """"'l:them), "'& b •• ~ mo, I ~ I 
I st and extract ARC, LZH, IP and Z 0 files, play \ 
digitized sound, from the desktop or program! 
Works directly from UIS 3.31 ....... 

Sur side" 
Use as NeoDesk 3.0 Altemate Text Viewer! Onl;$29.951 

~ 
Double Phone: (713)977-6520 

BBS: (713)944-0108 

Click 
Include shiPPin~ and handling 

Software ($3 US, $5 outs de US) 

PO BOX 741206 
TX residents add 8.25% tax 

To Order: Send $29.95 plus $4. 
shipping to: Computer Safari, 
606 W. Cross St. 

Works with all versions of Calamus, 
Calamus Outline and PageStream 
including 2.1. California residents add 
6% tax. Write/CalVFAX for our 
Catalogi (916) 666-1813 

Houston TX 77274-1206 
COD, VISA I MC welcome 

NeoDeak 3.0 (e) Gr10nH SOftwar.. UIS III (e) AlD SOftwano. 

Woodland, CA 95695 Coming in August- DC Data Diet 
Visa, Mastercard 

Personal Information Manager 
CardFile™ 3 is the complete personal 

information manager for your Atari ST. 

With CardFile you can create easy to 
use Rolodex® style address books and 
phone lists. 

A powerful and intuitive Filter func
tion lets you instantly find any name, 
address, or phone number. Or it can 
even find a group of cards that match 
any particular information you want. 

Its powerful 
built-in calendar 
can keep track of 
all your appoint
ments, meetings, 

and important dates. Call up any day 
and plan out your agenda. 

CardFile's Daily Agenda feature will 
remind you of any upcoming appoint
ments for the next two days when you 

,:II. 1ill1 ..... fI. 
II ,M .. "", •• ""-
I lt ll .. ,",101_ . .. 11",,,, .. 

tum the computer 
- - on in the morning. 
- - There's even an 

'i '~~ ~~~::~~. option to print a 
daily or weekly 

'--------- agenda . 

CardFile is very convenient. It runs 
as either a desk accessory or program. 
Its data is easily imported by most pro
grams and it will even type an address 
directly into your word processor. 

It will print address books, phone 
lists, and mailing labels. Add a modem 
and it becomes an autodialer! 

0 r ,i~ Car file: 1 Thu "" 16 5:18Df1 ~I'~" 

Card: n of .8 HlIIII Edit A[ 
J ... s Sftlth D.lttt AD 
Vice PrfStdent of "Irketlng 
Intern. t1on.1 funthdlilier Corporltton Filter Af 

IUS Industr ial lilYenue FII. " •• u 
Morth .. ,to. ",55 ama Prl.t ",.u 
H .... Pho •• : ((U) 555-U67 

Dill "e.u 
Wort< Pho •• : ((Ill 555-125. 
Iftportant tontlet relndlng funthdll1ler - SInd • 
'"plefllentatlon sites . Us •• I lalaST . Cilendar At 

lISt nMe : cn ".nu 

I. Clrdll Ofroup I ~lc .. d . 1 ault Aa 

All this and more is available for the 
low price of $39.95. To order your own 
copy, call us at (800) 284-4742. 

GRIBNIF SOFTWARe .. <- . 
~o Box 350 - Hadley MA tJt03S~~~~'-· ~.).;. 

Tel: (413) 584-7887- Fax:'(413) 584-2565 -,; ,;:;/~',~.' :':~': ':.: 
C.rdFiIe C> I9I9 . I99I OT~. EIIcWw!n.t.ccint ..tI~by Otllllif~c...Yr ~ . ~., :. 
iI.~~arSt~. "nodter ndcnwta~k)ItBr ~tddm. E* 1d • . 
Cupyr!Jhl () I99I OribnifSlllwart. AIIR .... Raawd. AI I prin::s.~" chInp. 
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... The Portfolio has built

in software to 

communicate with the 

printer port on a PC via 

the Smart Parallel 

Interface. The parallel 

interface comes with a 

command-line driven 

program called FT to 

perform file exchanges. 

The program Is provided 

on 5 1/4 and 3 1/2 inch 

disk for a PC. The only 

real tricky part is the 

cable to go between the 

Portfolio and the PC. 

You need a "Male-to-Male 

OB25 all-lines straight 

through" cable. While it 

can be found in local 

stores (I bought one at 

Egghead Software), it 

would be easiest to obtain 

the cable from Atari (408) 

443-8020. The Parallel 

File-Transfer Cable (HPC-

406) costs $19.95. This 

approach to file transfer is 

reliable and easy, but not 

very fast. 
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The Portfolio Chronicles 
.,. DATA TRANSFER: THREAT OR MENACE? 

The Atari Portfolio is an MS/ooS machine, based on the mM 
PC. For some, this is a blessing, for others a curse. If the 
machine you use to communicate with the Portfolio is a PC, 
file transfer is almost simple. If you lise another machine, such 
as anAtari ST or a Macintosh, file transfer can seem like a catch-
22. Let's start with communications for a PC. 

The Portfolio has built-in software to communicate with 
the printer port on a PC via the Smart Parallel Interface. The 
parallel interface comes with a command-line driven program 
called Ff to perform file exchanges. The program is provided 
on 5 114 and 3 l/2jnch disk for a PC. The only real tricky part 
is the cable_ to go between the Portfolio and the PC. You need 
a "Male-to-Male DB25 all-lines straight through" cable. While 
it can be found in local stores (I bought one at Egghead Soft
ware), it would be easiest to obtain the cable from Atari (408) 
443-8020. The Parallel File-Transfer Cable (HPC-406) costs 
$19.95. This approach to file transfer is reliable and easy, but 
not very fast. 

TIP: If you don't like the FT program that Atari supplies, 
there it a program on CompuServe in the ApORTFOLlO 
library called FTMENU. which provides a "point-and-click" 
menu front-end to the FT program for PC computers. 

Another approach to file trilnsfer on a PC is Atari's PC Card 
Drive (HPC-301) which costs $99.95. This hardware card is 
plugged into the PC's expansion bus. At present there is no 
version for the PS/2 micro-channel bus. A small box is attached 
to the card, with a slot to insert a memory card. The software 
driver on the PC will now treat the memory card as if it was a 
regular disk drive on the PC. It is referred to as the next drive 
(typically D:) on your system. You can now use normal MS/ 
DOS command to copy file to and from the memory card. This 
is more expensive, but is very fast. 

"WHAT WE HAVE HERE IS A 

FAILURE TO COMMUNICATE" 

File transfer to non-MSIDOS machine becomes a bit tougher. 
Typically, you can connect two machines via their serial ports 
(by using a null modem cable), and use serial communications 
programs on both sides to exchange files. This seems simple 
enollgh until you realize that the Portfolio does not have a serial 
communications program built into it. Another problem is that 
the Portfolio has a non-standard serial port, so regular commu
nication programs for a PC, such as ProComm, will not work. 
Finally, you will have to have the Serial Interface for the Port
folio. 
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On CompuServe, in the APORfFOUO forum, there are 
two serial communication programs, XTERM by Jim Strauss, 
and ACOM by Charles Cook. But how do you get the a serial 
program onto the Portfolio via the serial port without having 
a serial program already on the Portfolio? Catch-22. Here are 
some solutions: 
1. Get a friend to copy the program onto a memory card. 
2. If you have no friends (who own a Portfolio), ask a local 
dealer. . 
3. Get the Parallel Port and access to a PC, and use Ff to copy 
the serial program. 
4. Buy the DOS Utilities ROM card (HPC-701) for $89.95 from 
Atari. It has the XTERM program on it. 

TIP: Once you get the serial program on a RAM card, put 
a copy of it on every memory card you have, as well as drive 
C:, just in case. 

The serial cable will have to have a Female DB9 on the Port
folio side, and the proper connection for your machine. For the 
Macintosh, you can order a serial cable from two sources: Atari, 
the Portfolio-Mac File Transfer Cable (HPC-407) for $19.95, 
or Able Cables (415) 457-4028 for $20 postpaid. Atari also 
supplies a cable for the Atari ST and other machines (Female. 
DB9 to Female DB25) for $19.95, the Serial Null-modem 
Cable (HPC-409). 

TIP: When transferring files on the Macintosh, be sure to 
disable the MacBinary option. 

A complete file-transfer package for the Macintosh is available 
from Computer Friends (503) 626-2291 for $189.00. This 
includes software on ROM for the Portfolio, software on disk 
for the Mac, and the serial cable. It does not include the serial 
port for the Portfolio. -B.l. Gleason • 

... B.J. Gleason is an instructor of Computer Science at 

The American University In Washington D.C. and he's 

been programming -for over a decade now. He's the 

author of over two dozen utilities and games. including 

PBASIC, the 'freeware' BASIC interpreter designed 

specifically for the Portfolio. His CompuServe 10 is 

73337,2011 
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• Artisan Software (209) 239-

1552 PO Box 849, Mateca, 

CA 95336 

Software 

24.95 TransporT File Transfer 

File exchange so ftware for tile 

Atari ST, STe or MEGA. 

Serial port cable required. 

Atarl Direct Order (408) 745-

2367, (800) 443-8020 1196 

Borregas Avenue, Sunnyvale, 

CA 94087 

Hardware 

299 .95 

49.95 

79.95 

39 .95 

79.95 

129.95 

199.95 

99.95 

9.95 

19.95 

19.95 

Software 

20 .00 

89.95 

89.95 

PorHollo 

Parallel Port 

Serial Port 

Leather Case 

32k RAM Card 

64k RAM Card 

128k RAM Card 

PC Card Drive 

AC Adapter 

Parallel Cable 

Serial MAC Cable 

File Manager 

DOS Utilities 

Finance 

Soon Hyperllst Outliner 

designed for the Portfolio. 

Soon Power BASIC Complier 

Full featured BASIC compiler 

from Robert Zale, author of 

PowerBASIC and Turbo 

BASIC. 

Soon U.S. Traveler's Guide A 

travel guide on ROM. 

Restaurants, s hopping and 

more are lis ted for most major 

cities. 

Soon Spell Checker 100,000 

words and word variations on 

a ROM Card. 

Soon Chess 

Soon Bridge Baron 

Soon Wine Companion 

Soon Cholesterol Counter 

Soon Astrologer 

Soon Stock Tracker 

Soon Lotus Worksheets I & II 

Soon Math Library I & II 

Soon Statistics Library I & II 

These s ix volumes are 

co llections of new Public 

Domain and Shareware. 

Eac h card wil l contain 

between 9 and 15 programs. 

• CompuServe (800) 848-8199 

Ext. 198 

Software, Services 

APORTFOLIO Forum and 

Software Library. An official 

on-line Alari Support site. 

illiliJ~ User 

• Atarl's Palmtop Computer 

• Computer Friends (503) 626-

2291 1420 North West 

Science Park Drive, Portland, 

OR 97229 

Software 

189.00 Message Mover-PC 

189.00 Message Mover-MAC 

These programs al lows for the 

file transfer between your 

desktop machine and tile 

Portfolio via the serial port. 

• Computerbooks (714) 966-

202320351 Irvine Avenue, 

Suite 9, PO Box 9167, 

Newport Beach, CA 92658 

Software 

129.95 Pharmaceutical D-base 

Instant access to common ly 

prescribed drugs and 

dosages, instructions, 

warn ings, trade names and 

more. 

89.95 Physicians' Reference 

Instant access to common 

questions and issues . 

Mo'~ 
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• DIP Systems (0483) 301555 

32 Frederick Sanger Road, 

Surrey Research Park, 

Gulldford, Great Britain, GU2 

5XN FAX (0483) 301434 

Hardware 

£174.87 Pocket PC Modem 

(1200) A 1200 baud modem 

that attaches to the Portfolio's 

expansion bus. 

£158.48 Memory Expander 

(512k) Increase the Portfolio's 

memory to 838k, and add an 

extra card drive unit. 

Attaches to the expansion 

port. . 

• Megabyte Computers (617) 

589-2950 909 Melbourne, 

Hurst, TX 76053 

Hardware 

350.00 Internal 512k Upgrade 

Internal memory upgrade for 

the Portfolio. Increase 

memory to 512k. Memory 

can be used for RAM disk or 

regular memory. 

• Monterey Bay Whaling 

Company (408) 475-4290 

2681 North Rodeo Gulch 

Road, Soquel, CA 95073 

Software 

• Radio Shack (Local Stores) 

Hardware ' 

199.95 Portable Disk Drive 2 

This serial disk drive, 

designed for the Model 100, 

can be used to provide 200k 

or disk storage for the 

Porfolio. 

• TekNowl (800)899-7276 1500 

South Priest, Suite 101, 

Tempe, AZ 85281 

Software 

89.00 SAMpage Pager 

Messenger Interface the 

portfolio to alphanumeric 

Software Driver for PDD2 Software driver display pagers. 

for Radio Shacks' Disk Drive £60.83 Scientific Calculator 

£43.43 PF Applications on PC 

£60.83 A version of the 

Unit. 40.00 on dlsk,70.00 • XoterlX (818) 888-739023106 

Portollo's built-In software 

that can run on your PC. 

£43.43 Pocket MAC File 

transfer software for the 

Macintosh. 

on ROM Card Baltar Street, West Hills, CA 

91304 

• Extech Instruments (617) 89Q-

7440335 Bearhlll Road, 

Waltham, MA 02154 

• ONline Technology (216) 831-

6160 23715 Mercantile Road, 

Suite 203, Beachwood, OH 

44122 

Software 

125.00 TIMEPAC-5 Record 

billable hours and expenses. 

Hardware • Paragon Technology (800) 

249.00 Mini Serial Printer 24 or 255-9411 PO Box 273511, 

40 column mini-printer. Boca Raton, FL 33427 

Connects to the serial port. 

Runs on batteries or AC. 

• Interloop (408) 922-0520 706 

Charcot Avenue, San Jose, 

CA 95131 

Hardware 

Ca.ll HPIL Interface Adapter 

Interface the Portfolio to 

Hewlett-Packard perlperal 

devices. Connects to the 

expansion bus and can 

control up to 23 devices. 

Software 

79.95 FX-3 DUAT Flight 

Program Link to FAA certified 

weather briefings and flight 

plan filing. 

79.95 FX-4 Flight Planner Full 

U.S. navagational database 

and provides detailed trip 

planning. 

• Pulse Meterlc (800) 835-7815 

10225 Barnes Canyon Road, 

Suite A 100, San Diego, CA 

92121 

Hardware 

299.00 Dynapulse Monitor 

blood pressure and pulse rate 

measuring system. 
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Hardware 

299.00 512k RAM Expansion 

Expands RAM to 636k. 

Connects to the expansion 

bus. 

899.00 20 Megabyte Hard Disk 

Includes 512k of memory and 

optional serial and parallel 

ports. Connects to the 

expansion bus and adds 

about 3/4" to the thickness of 

the Portfolio. 

Software 

99.99 PBASE General 

purpose rational database. 

79.99 Termlnal+ Serial 

communications package. 

149.99 Checkwrlter Keep track 

of your finances, credit cards 

and checkbook. 

99.99 Timekeeper 

Management for time based 

activities. 

79.99 Stocks Games Simulate 

the stock market. 

o 

o 

o 



BARCODE SCANNER 
support built-in ____ 

Advanced Motorola S-bit 
Microprocessor controlled 
(no software driver necessary) 

MOUSE & JOYSTICK port. 
Scans up to twice the speed of 
the original Atarl ports. 

To Order 

Made In USA 
1 Year Warranty 

Info: 714-753-9253 
Fax: 714-753-9255 

Optional internal Ni-Cad battery
backup clock keeps time while 

your computer is turned off 

ACTUAL SIZE 
3.2S"x4.3S"x1.4S" 

Connects to any PC XT, AT, 
or PS/2 compatible keyboard 

Modular keyboard connector 
attaches to all ST, MEGA, and TTs. 

Easily Interfaces to early model STs 
via provided cables 

COIl1-800-429-0MNI 
OMNIMON Peripherals Inc .• One Technology Drive. Building IE. Suite 301 • Irvine • CA 92718 

Powerful Text Editor 
STeno'M is a complete and easy to use, 

window based , text editor for your 
Atari ST, STE, or TT/030. 

With STeno you can easily edit any 
standard ASCII or plain text file. It 
even has powerful text formatting, 
search & replace, and auto-wrapping 
features usually only found in more 
expensive word processing packages. 

For maximum convenience, STeno 
can be run as either a desk accessory or 
as a stand alone GEM program. 

When run as a desk accessory, STeno 
places its complete drop-down menus 
inside its own window. This allows full 
access to its entire menu set from inside 
any GEM program. 

STeno's fast text scrolling, powerful 
cill & paste capability, and effi cient 
search & replace function make any 
text editing job a breeze. 

STeno also lets you change the text 
size to allow more control over how 
your information is displayed. When 
printing out your text, STeno will auto
matically paginate the output and add a 
descriptive page header. 

STeno can even interface with the 
popular STalker'M 3 telecommunications 
package to act as a capture buffer, cut 
& paste editor, and type ahead editor. 

STeno works with all Atari computers 
and can even interface with the popular 
NedDesk® 3 desktop. 

I I 1 I I ,I STeno: Untitled 
III _ Edit DDtiDn' STalker 

New reN 
Open. . . 000 This i' the .oozing 
Insert File.,. <1000 STena tnt editor, 

Save ::S 
Sa ... e Scl '( lion" , ""':':S 

Print file OOP 
[lri nt SclHtlon ')oxp 
Printer Setup •• . . 

Save Settings >:6 ----P---.----------------
Ouit/Close :':0 

It is very usy to 
use, fast, Ind 
convenient . 

It tin .1SD lntertit! 
with the n ... STalker 
3 Te .... in.1 .nd the 
NeaOesk l desktop . 

• All Ind flore for I 
very 10M priu! 

All this and inore is available for the 
incredibly low introductory price of 
$'29.95. To order your own copy today, 
call us toll free at (800) 284-4742. 

GRIBNIF SOFTWARE 
P.o. Box 350 • Hadley, MA 01035 

Tel : (413) 584-7887 • Fax: (413) 584-2565 

01 

Sf ..... , ~rOJ srun", lIl'<' rqll'olCn'llI ......... rh ,of Str.1I So""""rt'. All ,odla II'MkmIolb lido..,. ., !heir 
,,:,.pc.:li...: ho~,Ic" ~:\<: Iu"...: m:" u t in, ~nd lio."ClKil\l h\I Grihni f S"ft' .... rt'. Encin:: -.I ;'; C,~fi&t1I «; 
""JLGritw\lfS./I\>·~rt . ALi R Ii/hl>o~. AIL pri:c>;II'<' .ubjeo..1.H~. 



.. Cola Wars--CW.ARC 

(Shareware $5) Colawars 

v1.0 is an unusual 

scrolling action, arcade 

like game. You'll get to 

travel through five 

different worlds with only 

your soda pop projectiles 

to help you survive. 

• WAR_MAST.ARC Now 

here's your chance to 

create an entire war 

game yourself from start 

to finish. The finished 

product is meant for 

commercial release, but 

the author hopes you'll 

enjoy this ''teaser.'' 
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Cool Softvvar·~e -Almost Free 
Well here it is, our third issue of AtariUser. By now you should 
all be experts at downloading computer information and soft
ware. Because you are so qualified, I've taken it upon myself 
to petition for a special designation. After all, doctors get to say 
"MD" after their name, folks with graduate degrees get to say 
"BA," "MA," or "Phd.," etc. Still others, who seek profes
sional status, use "Esq." after theirs. So, it's occurred to me that 
we're professionals too and deserve the same sort of recogni
tion! 

We, both as a group and as individuals, deserve to be 
heard! We deserve the credit due us for mastering our modems, 
writing programs, and using our software to benefit the exist

.' ence of so many while serv-
ing our community. So, now 
hear this, "As faithful students 
of today's computer technol
ogy, you now have the undis
putable right, given you by 
the authority vested in me, to 
proudly display the initials 
AU (Atari User) after your 
name, as part-and-parcel of 
your signature." Use this sym
bol as recognition of your 
excellence in the field. 

Now, for your first privilege as an official "AU," analyze 
the following great software ... 

For protection against virus infections, download George 
Woodside's VKILLER.ARC. This program is perfect for 
checking floppy disks. Mr. Woodside has long been recog
nized as a pioneer and expert in the detection of ST viruses. 
Also, HOSPITAL.LZH is a complete set of European designed 
virus detectors. 

COLORIMG.ARC will provide the programmer types 
amongst us, and others interested in ST & IT graphics, with 
a verbose explanation of what those color image files are all 
about. Some source code examples are also provided. 

VENUS.LZH contains a 3D animated rendering of the 
Venus de Milo sculpture. This animated, 360-degree rotation, 
was converted from Autodesk Animator to FILM format by 
David Ramsden. It looks beautifui in IT Hypermono (256-
gray level) mode, but ST owners can also enjoy it as it uses a 
blue palette to simulate 16 shades on a standard. ST. I've also 
included an STenT/JRI gray scale palette for Cyber Paint 
owners with machines supporting 16 RGB levels. 

P-38.SEQ will appeal to airplane fans! This is a .SEQ 
animation of a CADJD2 P-38 Lightning flying over a canyon. 
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94,000 uncompressed bytes~ 7 41 blocks. 
Ah, for some the sound of a hard drive spinning is poetry, 

for others it's the look of a million colors available on screen, 
but for some, it's the work of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
Though the program is only a DEMO, BROWND2.ARC will 
allow you to see and examine 5 of the 44 complete sonnets she 
wrote for Robert Browning. 

YOU WANT TO PLAY GAMES YOU SAY? 

WAR_MAST. ARC Now here's your chance to create an entire 
war game yourself from start to finish. The finished product 
is meant for commercial release, but the author hopes you'll 
enjoy this "teaser." 

CW.ARC (Shareware $5) Cola wars v 1.0 is an unusual 
scrolling action, arcade like game. You'll get to travel through 
five different worlds with only your soda pop projectiles to help 
you survive. 

CARD GAMES BY CHARLES BAILY features the 
first enhanced game of Hearts, with both regular and expert 
modes of play. Also included is a two deck, four handed game 
of Pinochle. 

HERO II DUNGEON contains four levels. The first 
two are modified versions of the original Dungeon. Expect to 
find this file much more difficult than the first 

SPLATTER.ARC Two to four player strategy game to 
be run in low resolution. This game can very addictive. It's 
fashioned after REACTION. Source code is available for $3.00. 

And, by the way, for those European disks that need you 
to reset the video shifter: DC_Boom. ARC v 1.0 lets you run 
boot disks from the desktop. Choose drive A or B, 50 or 60 
Hertz, and resolution. A needed addition for accelerated com
puter owners. LOW REZ ONLY! 100% Assembly. ST, STe, 
and IT compatible. 

For those of you out there that use the PD terminal 
program UNITERM (v2.0e), XYZ2.MAC will give you a 
macro to run XYZ.TTP (v2 or later). 

UZSHL.PRG contains UZ_SHllI.PRG, a command 
shell for ST_UNZIP v 1.1 I. This version corrects a few bugs 
found in versions 1.0 and 1.1 0 and gives access to all of the 
commands available in ST_UNZIP. Long command lines are 
now OK. This file wasn't ARCed or LZHed because the pro
gram is already internally compacted. 

Comic Relief for Computer Nerds? RICK KEENE 
COMIC BOOKS! Download two computerized comic books, 
both by Rick Keene. These, according to Delphi sysop 
"Gordie," should be reviewed prior to giving them to your kids. 

Transferring data has always been an important issue. 
Networking has been particularly popular amongst groups of 
young professionals on the rise in corporate America today. As 
it relates to ST's, well that's another story. Wanting to make that 
story a believable and realistic one though are the folks behind 
UNIVERSAL NETWORK, a low cost solution. They say that 
theirs is an easy to use network which supports Lantech and 
SGSnet hardware. You'll find more information about this in, 
UNVET.TXT 

CALLMAXI.ARC This document describes how pro
grammers can easily call CodeHead Software's powerful 
MaxiFile III utility, and use it as a "multiple item selector." 
(LGF's ARC Shell and Aladdin Extractor both make use of the 



MaxiFile "back door" to select multiple items in a directory.) 
Extremely detailed information is given here, with example 
code, in assembly language and GFABasic, that can be plugged 
right into your programs with little effort. Possible applica
tions: word processors (open several documents with one call), 
terminal programs (choose a list of files to send), graphics 
programs (load several pictures or images at once), etc. Copy
right 1991 CodeHead Software. 

FUNKALRf.ARC (Shareware $10) a BRAND NEW 
utility from the development labs of LGF Software - Funk 
Alert!, a really *tiny* (but powerful!) program that lets you use 
the function keys Fl, Fl, and F3 to select the buttons in any 
GEM alert box. Highly compatible with allSTfIT GEM pro
grams, Funk Alert uses less than lK of your precious memory 
when installed. The fully operational program and complete 
documentation are included in this ARC file. Funk Alert is 
Copyright 1991 Charles F. Johnson & Little Green Footballs 
Software. Support shareware! 

2BSFKEYS.ARC vO.92 allows you to assign text mac
ros to function keys (20 total) and can be run as a program from 
the desktop as well. The previous version required you to use 
DC_FKEYS. The program now works in low, medium, or 
high resolution. 

TELEBA.ARC TELEBASE vl.4, GEM-Based Phone! 
Fax No. Manager. Many enhancements and new features! 56 
buttons per TBF file instead of 25. 15-character memory tick
ler buttons rather than eight. Double the room for notes on 
each button. New SEARCH and PAGE features. Printing func
tion completely revamped. 

Under the Heading: "Well, What Kind of Stock Do You 
Place In It?" STOCK_20.ARC (Shareware $35) is a complete 
stock charting and technical analysis program. You can use it 
to retrieve daily stock quote data from the free GEnie quote 
area, and it gives you the ability to turn your data into a stock 
history file format appending the previous days quotes as well. 

ACCTS300.ARC (Functional Demo, prg. cost: 
$189'()0) is a very nice sUrprise to me. The search for business 
accounting software is a never ending one, and since the de
mise of B.E.S.T., all are welcome. It's a "heavy" weighing in 
at just over 437,760 bytes, and is the latest version of the Hi
Tech Accounting program. The only limitation with this demo 
is that each file only allows 50 entries, but GL, Ap, and AR, are 
all covered. 

Under the Heading: "Drawing Conclusions, Are You?" 
XS]X.ARC (Shareware $20) is a full featured drawing pro
gram that's for both ST's & Ste's. You may use 512 or 4096 
colors with tools. Boxes, ellipses, circles, line tools, bezier 
curves, and more. A special effects menu, plus the ability to 
create sprites, help make this an interesting file. Color cycling 
and the ability to create rudimentary frames for animation too! 
Fill pattems, flipping and sizing as well. 

Under the Heading: "Well Just What Sort Do You 
Want?" FBI75.IZH.First Base database program is back this 
week with an update. This is an "in-memory database" which 
makes it very fast to access, sort, or review data. 

QUICKSORI'LZH is a small file that provides a quick 
sort routine for RiSoft Basic adapted from ''1\Jrbo Pascal" by 
Elliot B. Koffman. It's said to have sorted over 2000 items in 
about 47 seconds!· Hmm, with that kind of record, I think I can 

get Elliot a job at the local dry 
cleaners! 

CALSl.ARC (Shareware 
$20) is the newest weekly version 
of CAL, the most recently most 
updated personal calendar pro
gram for you and your ST. New 
version includes HotWrre alarms 
and DC-Squish compatibility. 

FOR ·THOSE MUSICALLY 

INCLINED 

DIGICOMP.IZH is a new upgrade of NoiseTracker. It gained 
fame because of it's "Sampled" music files. Now supports STei 
IT with this version, as well as full stereo playback. It plays 
Amiga .MOD files. 

HOUNDOG.MID Finally an Elvis tune up this month. 
"You Ain't Nothin' But A Hound Dog!" 

Bette Midler fans can now listen to "From a Distance" 
right up close. ' FROMDIST.LZH provides it. Ideal for a 
Roland D-llO. 

And finally last, but not least! SPOCK.IZH features 
Star Trek's SPOCK SINGING! 

For HP Printer fans: HPTOGD.ARC (PD) is a neat little 
program that will convert HP Laserjet fonts into GDOS ones! 
There are a lot of HP fonts, so GDOS fans should have a field 
day! DJENV141.ARC is an HP Deskjet envelope printing 
utility. 

MYMONO.ARC is an STe Mono emulator that came 
straight from the land down under. This version might be the 
faslest emulator of this kind. It also has a software mode that 
displays 400 lines on a regular color monitor and a STe. 

SINESTE.LZH has a "Thumping Stereo" soundtrack, 
and over 256 colors on screen! 

RDYSTE.LZH for STe computers only! Rdy is a reset 
prooframdisk. IT WILL NOT WORK ON PRE STe models! 
-Ron Berinstein • 

.... The above flies were compiled by Ron Berlnstein, 

AU. Co-sysop for CodeHead Quarters BBS (213) 461-

2095 from flies that were either directly uploaded to 

CodeHead Quarters BBS, or downloaded from GEnie, 

CompuServe, and Delphi on-line services. 
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.... For those European 

disks that need you to 

reset the video shifter: 

DC_BOOTIT.ARC v1 .0 

Jets you run boot disks 

from the desktop. 

Choose drive A or B, 5q 
or 60 Hertz, and 

resolution. A needed 

addition for accelerated 

computer owners. LOW 

REZ ONLYI 100% 

Assembly. ST, STe, and 

TT compatible. 

• TELEBA.ARC 

TELEBASE v1.4, GEM

Based t;'hone/Fax No. 

Manager. Many 

enhancements and new 

featuresl 56 buttons per 

TBF file Instead of 25. 

15-character memory 

tickler buttons rather than 

eight. Double the room 

for notes on each button. 

New SEARCH and PAGE 

features. Printing function 

completely revamped. 
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USER GR0UPS I SHOW TIME ALERT • AtariUser Be sure AtariUser knows about your major club events, 

User Group ShO\NS! 
JUNE 29-30 

The Great 
held Saturday 

Computer User's Conference will be 
June 29-30 at the Mercyhurst Col

St.) in Erie, Pennsylvania. 
fiIIl!".,It:'I1s.l9rs, call Patti Marshall 

lege Campus 
Admission is $3 per day 
at 412-225-8637. For groups 01Jlfltlltoll",in, call Dennis 
McGuire at 814-833-4724. GLACUC, Box 10562, 
Erie, PA 16514-0562. 

JULY 20 

The Blue Ridge AtariFest is 
free, noon to whenever, on 
Saturday July 20. It will be 
held at the Westgate Shopping 
Center in Asheville, North 
Carolina, at 1-240 and US 19-23. Contact B.R.A.C.E., Van 

Estes, 70~685-8358. 

JULY 27 

MIST AtariFest III in Indianapolis, Indiana on . 
Saturday, July 27th, sponsored jointly by the user 
groups at Indianapolis arid Bloomington known 
as MIST (Mid-Indiana ST). $3 admission, held 
at CADRE, Inc., 6385 Castleplace Drive, India
napolis, IN. Contact Bill Loring at 812-336-8103. 

A BOOSTER SHOT ... 

It is safe to say that almost all clubs have de
creased in size since the standing-room-only 
years. My own club is about a shth the size it 
once was. Even that's pretty good, consider-

ing 'the. club that was our nearest neighbor closed up 
shop a few years back. The'type of people buying Ataris 

. has changed. It's an uphill battle to keep existing mem
bers, much less get new members. How can you pUblicize your 
club? 

To keep things interest
ing, the clubs in Southern 

. ATARI Faire that we have been doing since 1985. (Also listed 
in this column are a couple of other Fests that are scheduled for 
this month.) These types of joint events are a way to get "non
joiners" to take a look at your club. 

Another idea, and a personal favorite around AtariUser, 
is tb use any extra copies of AtariUser to your advantage. If 

you are going to 
take them to the library 
or to school make sure you 
stuff in a flyer telling about the benefits of joining your club 
and information about your next meeting. If you are lucky 
enough to have an Atari dealer near you that also has the 
magazine, ask the owner if you can put your flyer inside those 
magazines. You don't have to limit yourself to just AtariUser, 
ask to insert the flyer into the other Atari magazines, too. 

All radio, TV stations, and newspapers carry a "public 
service" column or service. It is often a bit of effort to get a list 
together of all the free announcement and posting services, but 
once you have it, things get easier. Even though such announce
ments are made at odd times, you will reach some people that 
never imagined that there was an Atari club near them. 

Post announcements on local BBS's or GEnieIDelphil 
CompuServe. They might have a few users that will down load 
the post and just come pay you a visit. A few months back I 
took the user list from the CodeHead BBS(213-461-2095) and 
sent E-Mail to every registered user that was in my club's "ter
ritory." From fifty or so E-Mailings I got four new members. 

. California get together for an 
occasional joint event. Ex
amples are the "BobFest" men
tioned in last month's issue and the 

. These were regular Atari 

.."fE~~~~~;W~~:J.~:1~~ BBS'ers that did not know a 
II., club existed in tlieir area! - . 
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John King Tarpinian • 

... It's a sure bet to say 

that John King Tarplnlan 

is one of the biggest fans 

of Atarl anywherel 



Liq uidation Sale!; 
1-800-638-1123 ~ 57.95 

3D Breakthrough Diamond Mike Impossible Mission 
A B Zoo Di ve Bomber Jewels of Darkness 
Algebra 1 Vol. Double Dragon Leatherneck 
Algebra 2 Vol. 

Fahrenheit 451 
Marble Madness Falcon Mission Disk 

Arkanoid Font Disk 2 Metro Cross 
Art Library 1 Foundat ions Waste Microleague Gen. Man . 
Art Library 2 French Ninja Misson 

Balance of Power Great Chefs Paladin Ouest Disk 

Barbarian Greeting Cards Recipies Chinese 

Bartenders' Guide 
Hintdisk Arcade Recipies French 

Battle Zone 
Hintdisk Dungeon Master Recipies Italian 
Hintdisk Heroes of Lance Recipies Mexican 

Biology Vol. 2 Hintdisk Indiana Jones Signs & Banners 
Calendars & Stationery Hintdisk Kings' Ouest 3 Space Cutter 
Championship Wrestling Hintdisk Kings' Ouest 4 

St Wars 
Chemistry Vol. 2 Hintdisk Leisure Suit 1 

Starquake Hintdisk Maniac Mansion 
Chopper Hintdisk Space Quest 2 Tanglewood 
ClipArt3 Hintdisk Shadowgate Wine/ Bordeaux 
Data Map 1 !-lintdisk Zak McKracken Wine/Chardonnay 
Data Map 2 Home Computer Poker Wine/Champagne 

LIMITED QUANTITIES! FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED! 

3D Fonts 2 
3D Pool 
Aaargh 
Adventures of Sinbad 
Aesop's Fables 
Airball Canst. Kit 
All About America 
Amazon 
Aquanaut 
Arabian Nights 
Art Gallery 1 & 2 
Art Gallery Fantasy 
Artura 
Axe of Rage 
Batman, Caped Crusdr 
Batman the Movie 
Bumper Sticker Maker 
Business Card Maker 
California Games 
Captain Fizz 
Certificate Maker Library 1 
Dark Castle 
Death Sword 
Decimal Dungeon 
Desktop Publisher Library 
Double Dragon 2 
Drafix Dot Plotter 

514.95 
Dr. Doom's Revenge 
Dragons of Flame 
Dragonscape 
EasyDraw Font Pak 1 
Electronics Library 
F-15 Strike Eagle 
Fire and Forget 
Font Editor 
Fonts and Borders 
Hippopixel 
Interior DeSign Disk 
Jack Nicklaus Chmp Disk 
Last Crusade (Action) 
Last Crusade (Graphic) 
Magical Myths 
Maps & Legends 
Maxi File 
Mercenary 
Miami Vice 
Music Construction Set 
Navigator 
Oids 
Omega Terminal 
Pipe Dream 
Pro Soccer 
Read & Rhyme 
Rocket Ranger 
Rubber Stamp 

RVF Honda 
Scenery Disk 7 
Scenery Disk 9 
Scenery Disk 11 
Scenery Disk Hawaii 
Scenery Disk Japan 
Scrabble 
Scruples 
Shadow 
Shadowgate 
Silent Service 
Sinbad 
Strip Poker 2 
Symbols & Slogans 
Tenth Frame 
Test Drive 
Tetris 
Time Link 
Tower Toppler 
Typesetter Elite 
Video Titling Design 
Weird Dreams 
Wercs 
William Tell 
Windwalker 
Word Master 
World Trophy Soccer 
WWF Wrestling 

BBS Express , • .•• • , . , , 39.95 
Copyist 1 . •.•..••.• • • 44.95 
Cyber Paint . • • ..•.•• . • 39.95 
Cyber Sculpt . .. ... . ... . 44.95 

Film/Art Director •••.. •• 39.95 
Fleet Street 2.0 • • .••. ••• 49.95 
GFA Basic 3.0 • •••..••• 49.95 
GFA Draft • ••••••••••• 39.95 
Hisoft Basic •••••••.•• : 39.95 
Hisoft Basic Professional . • 69.95 
Hisoft C Interpreter • • ••.. 44.95 
Master CAD ••• • •• • • •• . 79.95 
Protext •• •••• • •• • .•.. 59.95 
Regent Inventory •••• . •• 49.95 
Replay 4 •••••... • .... 59.95 
Superbase Personal 2 .• •• 69.95 
Tempus 2 •••••••••••• 39.95 
Touch Up 1.5 • • • ••• • .• • 84 .95 
Word Writer ••••••••••• 39.95 

Cyber Studio/CAD 3D . • . • 44.95 
Data Manager • . • •••••• 39.95 
DB Man 5 • • • • . • • • . •• 139.95 
Desktop Publ isher •••••. 64.95 
Dev Pac ST Vol. 2 • .••••. 64.95 
DraF ix Lg. Plot Drvr ••••• 49.95 
Dr. T/CZ Rider Editor ..•• 39.95 
Dr. T/Roland D. 110 Editor .. 39.95 
Easy Draw 2.3 ••. • •••• • 49.95 
Easy Draw Supercharger .• 64.95 

HOURS: Monday - Thursday, 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 

Friday & Saturday, 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. E.S.T. 

3D Graphics Prgrmng Bk 
Aegis Art Pak 1 
Alcon 
Alternate Reality The City 
Ballistix 
Battleship 
Better Dead Than Alien 
Concepts & Prgrmng Bk 
Darkside 
Deja Vu 
Devon Aire 
Ferrari Formula One 
GFA Basic Training Camp 
GI Sound Tool 
High Roller 
Hole in One Golf 

Action Fighter 
Alien Syndrome 
Altered Beast 
Archipelagos 
Balance of Power, 1990 
Bermuda Project 
Black Cauldron 
Brain Blaster 
Breach 
C-Breeze 
Certificate Maker 
Clue 
Corruption 
Damocles 
Datatrieve 
Deathbri nger 
Demons Winter 
Eliminator 
Exolon 
Eye of Horus 
Fast/Desktop Organizer 

Aegis Animator 
Battlehawks 1942 
Blue Angels 
Cyber Print 
Day of the Viper 
Deja Vu 2 
F-16 Combat Pilot 
Federation 
Future Wars 
GFA Basic 

Assempro 
Cyber Control 
Drakkhen 
GFA Adist 
GFA Object 
Genesis Stereo Morteler 
Gunship 

Bare 

59.95 
Ind . Jones Tmpl of Doom 
Jug 
King of Chicago 
Machine Language Book 
Mail List 
Outcast 
Pawn 
Prison 
Project Neptune 
Rambo 3 
Regent Spelling Checker 
Renegade 
SOl 
Sidearms 
Space Statio~ Oblivion 
Sp.orts a Roni ' 
ST Pool 

519.95 
Fiendish Freddy 
G+ Plus 
Galactic Conqueror 
Gauntlet 2 
Gold Rush 
Heroes of the Lance 
Hostage 
Hound of the Shadow 
Hunt for Red October 
Hyperfont 
Iron Lord 
Kosmic Krieg 
Leisure Suit Larry . 
Maniac Mansion 
Math Blaster Plus 
Megafont ST 
Mother Goose 
Outrun 
Overlord 
Platoon 
Powerdrome 
Prime Time 

824.95 
Harmony 
Heat Wave 
Hillsfar 
Juggler 2 
Kings Quest 
Kings Quest 2 
Kings Quest 3 
Manhunter 1: NY 
Manhunter 2: SF 

829.95 
H&D Base 
Kings Quest 4 
Leisure Suit Larry 2 
MI Print 
Michtron BBS 
Police Ouest 2 
Red Lightning 

ST Subjects Book 
ST Tricks & Tips Book 
Starglider 
Strip Poker 2 Data n2 
Supra ST Modem 
Table Tennis 
Tank Attack 
Tetra Quest 
Time Bandits 
Times Helvetica Narrow 
Total Eclipse 
Typesetter 
Un;vrsl Item Selector 3 
Univrsl Military Simulator 
Veteran 
Video Vegas 
Warlock 
Zero Gravity 

Puffy's Saga 
Road Raiders 
Robocop 
Savage 
Shufflepuck Cafe 
Space Harrier 
Speedball 
Sptifire 40 
ST Replay 
Stunt Track Racer 
Super Hang On 
Superstar Ice Hockey 
The Games Winter Edi tion 
Thunderblade 
Times of Lore 
Titan 
Trump Castle 
Uninvited 
Universe 2 

. Zak McKracken 

Omega 
Personal Finance Manager 
Police Quest 
Populus 
Space Quest 
Star Command 
Third Courier 
Universe 3 
War in Middle Earth 

Regent Base 1.1 
Regent Word 2 
Space Ace 
Space Quest 2 
Space Ouest 3 
Utilities Plus 
Waterloo 

940 Fourth Avenue • Suite 222 
• Huntington, West Virginia 25701 • 



II AtariWatch '91 Calendar 
~ Here's the schedule of 1991 Atarl appearances as scheduled at press time. Entries marked BobFest... 

are appearances by Atarl's Bob Brody at clubs, dealers, or small non-Atarl specific shows. 

August 8-11 GEN CON, the world's largest Game Convention (12,000+), at 
MECCA in Milwaukee W~nsin. MilAtari Ltd. will host a computer gaming 
section again. 

August 23-25 Dusseldorf Atarimesse. This is the huge all-Atari show held 
annually in Gennany. Contact Alwin Stumph, Frankfurterstrasse 89-91, 6096 
Raunheim. Phone 49-6142-2090, FAX 49-6142-209180. 

September 14-15 The Southern California ATARI Computer Faire, Version 
5.0, also known as THE GLENDALE SHOW has been confmned for Septem
ber 14 and 15,1991. Contact: H.A.C.K.S., 249 N. Brand BI. #321, Glendale, 
CA 91203, or call John King Tarpinian, Faire Chairperson, 818-246-7286. -
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Look for AtariUser Staff! 

October 12·13 WAACE AtariFest '91, Sheraton Reston Hotel, Washington 
D.CJVrrginia, contact J.D.BARNES via GEnie or by mail to WACCE Vendor 
Coordinator, C/o John D. Barnes, 7710 Chatham Rd, Chevy Chase, MD 20815. 

October 21·25 Fall COMDEX Las Vegas Nevada-Look/or AtariUser Staff! 

November 23·24 Chicago Computer Show BY ATARI. Contact L8rry 
Grauzas, P.O. Box 8788, Waukegan,IL60079-8788, phone 708-566-0671. Ad
ministrated by the Lake County Atari Computer Enthusiasts (LCACE). 

III Advertiser Index 
~ Only one publication has the lowest CPM, fastest turn-around, 
and ' widest circulation in North Americal That's right, it's 
ATARIUSER. If you're not advertising here, you're not serious 
about selling your product. Add your name to this prestigious 
list. Call P. Kevin Horn - 818.332.0372 
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301 Media - AtariUser Shirts 

ATY Computer - Dealer, Oakland CA 

Bare Bones - Mail Order 

CodeHead Software - Utility Software 

Computer Safari - Desktop Publishing Fonts 

D&P Computer Supply - Mail Order 

Double Click Software - Utility Software 

Glendale Atarl Falre - User Group Show 

Grlbnlf Software - NeoDesk 3 

Gribnlf Software - Card File 3 

Grlbnlf Software - STeno 

'ICD - ADSpeed ST 

ISD - Outline Art 

M-S Designs - Desktop Publishing Fonts 

Micro Computer Depot - Mail Order 

Quill Publishing - Dealer/User Group Info 

Rio Computers - Animation Software 

Rio Computers - Hardware 

Rio Computers - SuperCharger 

Soft-Logl.k - PageStream 

Software Dev. Systems - Deskjet Utilities 

Talon Technology Inc. - Beetle Mouse! (cool) 

The Computer Network - Dealer, Glendale CA 

The Sterling Connection - Application Utilities 

Toad Computer - Removable Hard Drives 

WuzTEK Omnlmon Perlperals - D.E.K.A. 

Zephyr/ST Plus - Mail Order 



'~~~ 
P.O. Box 811 - Elyria. Ohio 44036 .'i7': .. ·.··.ij;]C~~~~~~: Actual · frel,~ht.. 

800-535-4290 
Tech Iofo &. Fax 21~9~3842 

9AM- 9PM EST CALL POR CATALOO 

.. i ... ;.;;.i·········· ·D··t~·· · ··········· · ··· 
~~-~-B~W~PROD . -~~~~~~~ 

1 ~ The only enclosures we know 
of that has the on/off switch 

88 Meg removable Hard drive up front. where it belongs, and 
CALL!! a removable power cord, the 

ONE SHOT Hard Drives 
small size 

.5 In"w x 2 1/4'H X 8"L 

others don't! Complete with 
fan, mounting hardware & 

.5Opin SCSI cable. 
Dual monitor hold 2 drives 

3 . .5"or .5.2.5" 
$124_95 

Complete assembled unit, using ICD ADSCSI Plus host(w/clock) and software, Seagate drive, SCSI 
cable, and fan! Ready to plug in and use . . All units have a one year warranty. (Syquest drives 2 Years). 

Available without clock for $10 less. This enclosure is of the highest quality. 

DRIYBSOlJ/y 
STllSN-l 3oS" 20MEGS 28MS 0$279 

.... ST138N-l 305" 30MEGS 28MS- 0$309 
•.... STI~7N-I 3S' ~OMEGS 28MS- S34~ 
: ST277N-l ~.2S" 65MEGS 28MS- 0$349 
. ST296N-l ~.2~" 85MEGS 28MS-S369 

STl096N 35' 8~MEGS 24MS-S409 
QUANTUM 35' lOSMEG 19M5 - SS67 
QUANTUM 35' 168MEG ISMS - S800 
QUANTUM 3.S" 210MEG ISMS - S872 

3.S" 331 & 425 MEG - CallI! 
SYQUEST 44DRIVE&CARTRIDGE-S499 

EXTRA CARTS- USe. 
SYQUIlST 88DRIVE&CARTRIDGB- Call II 

EXTRA CARTS- CALL II 

COMlMUTI8.IRS 
1040 STE- S399 S20PM- S3S0 

MEGA STE 4megs & SOmeg HD - S1599 
SMI24 mono monitor- S170 

SC143S 14" color monitor - $349 
PORTFOLIO - call II 

MOJD)lBM~ 
Supra 2400 baud - $1(» wIMNPS - $169 
Supra 2400 Plus- 0$189 Modem cable-Sf 

Zoom 2400 baud modem - $9S 
US Robotics Couriet' 2400 - $199 

US Robotics Courier HST 9600Bd - $599 

JFL(Q)lPlPY JD)IRlIVI8.S 
Mastec 3S - $129 

Muter 3S-D(h811 track indicator)- $140 
Mastec 58 (S.25") - $199 

Atari SF314 - $16S 

<ComfPlleO.e S)'Stems lR~ to WlSei 
20 MEG 28MS - $439 
30 MEG 28MS- $459 

... 50 MEG 28MS- $.540 

... 8.5 MEG 28MS- $574 
lit 85 MEG 24 MS- $614 

... lOS MEG 19M5 - $762 
lit 168MEG ISMS - $999 

... 210MEG ISMS - $1077 
SYQUEST 44MEG REMOVABLE- 0$709 

SYQUEST 88MEG REMOVABLE- SCALLII 
• Current Notes public domain library' on your 

Hard Drive 0$40 (about 4Omegs). 

MlBMOIRY tJMIR ADlES 
Z-Ram - 2.S or 4 megs - $lOS 

(Ba.nI ... !cbilll 2.5Mesa· S201 4 Mea<. S297) 
Z-Raml2S- S20 ST-2.5Meg - $100 

(Board ... /chip< 2.5 Mesa- S196) 
Z-Ram/Mep 11- 4Megs - $100 

(BOIled wkbipo· S196) 
1 Meg 80ns Chips S6.ea 

STE SIMMS Imeg each - $SS 
JRI Memory Board(uses simms)- 0$109 

RemoJ71.ble 4 NO combinations 
30 MEG 28MSEC &. 44 - 0$968 
50 MEG 28MSEC &. 44 - 0$999 
85MEG 28MSEC & 44 - 0$1038 
85MEG 24MSEC &. 44 - 0$1078 
105MEG 19M5EC & 44 - 0$1266 
168MEG I~MSEC & 44 - SI~OO 
210MEG 15MSEC &44 - SI~72 

DUAL 44MEG SYQUEST - S127~ 

Can for 88meg removable pricing 
Larger drives and other combinations 

available! 

MlISC. ITJEMS 
Mega Touch .priDp - S9.49 

Migraph Hand Scannec(wrrouchup) - $319 
Maoilac Mlllller - S32 

Mouitac SlaDd (adjlstable) - S14 
Maoilac SlaDd wlpower switches - $4,.9:'1 
MoueM~u-$26Mouem~-$5 

Moue (Awi) - S48 
Moue (Golden Image) - $37 

Mulliaynch Maoilac (Acer) - $439 
Omniawitch - ~9 Switch Res Soft.- S14.9:'1 

PanllSaoic KPX-ll24 24pin - $299 
PC Sp-'- SI99 

AT Speed (1 6MHZ _oiaoa)- S340 
Speed Bridge (Mega oc STB) - S65 

Spectre OCR (cart)- $21' 
Pr inter oc Modem Cable - 1;7 

Star NXIOOI 9pin printer - $160 
Star NX-2420 24pin printer - $1:19 

ST/time (under rom clock) - S43 
Supecchargec W/IMeg- $419 

Supercharger Power Supply - S26.9:'I 
Synchro Ibpreu - $79 

TC Power !.oI\ware ..... IBM _ulatan) - $39.93 
Turbo16 Acce1entoc - ID7 

Tweefy Baaed - $27 
Univenal Printec Stand - $13 

Vidi ST - $124.95 Vidi-Cbrome ST - $34.93 
Z-Keys (use IBM keyboard) - $96.93 



WHEIE'S TH Ie? 
PageStream 2 

The Desktop Publisher 
for the Rest of Us. 

PostScript Font Friendly 
• Use PC PostScript fonts! 
• Even with dot matrix printers! 
• And no jaggies on-screen! 
And Compugraphic Fonts 
• Use Compugraphic Intellifonts! 
• 10 are included! 
We Know our Graphics 
• !MG, TIFF. GIFt GEM. MacPaint, 

EPS, Degas. NEO, TNY, IFF .. . 
Actual PageStream 2. 1 screen shot. PageStream is STISTEIlT compatible. 

Have you ever been envious of all the neat DTP pro
grams for the Mac? They have all those great 

PostScript fonts, multitudes of clip alt and with Adobe 
Type Manager they don't have screen-jaggies. "Sure, 
we didn't have to mortgage the house to buy a com
puter, but it would be nice to have all those fonts." 

SAY NO TO MA( ENVY 
At Soft-Logik, we have a cure for Mac envy. We 

call it PageStream 2.1. Do you want PostScript fonts? 
PageStream lets you use any PC format PostScript font. 
Plus, PageStream can print PostScript fonts on your dot 
matrix, inkjet, HP or Atari laser printer! 

SAY YES TO HINTED (OMPUGRAPHI( FONTS 
There are now two types of Compugraphic fonts 

for the Atari: unhinted, non-standard format fonts and 
hinted PC standard Intellifonts. Guess which we chose? 
PageStream 2 has the latest Compugraphic Intellifont 
Bullet technology. These typefaces are hinted so that 
they look great on all printers, even at small sizes. Of 
course we give you ten fonts from the Times, 
Triumvirate and Garamond families to get you started. 

LOOK MA, NO ATM! 
Because Adobe Type Manager is not likely to be 

released for the Atari any time soon, we've built font 
scaling technology into PageStream 2.1. When you 
select Palatino Italic 72, that's what you will see on 
the screen, even if you rotate it or bleed it off the 
page. PageStream scales all Compugraphic, 
PostScript and Soft-Logik outline fonts. 

HOW MANY GRAPHIC FORMATS DO YOU KNOW? 
Take thilty seconds to list all the graphic formats 

you know. Chances are that PageStream will know 
even more! Whether you need PostScript illustrations 
with bitmap previews, 16 million color pictures or 
scanned grayscales, PageStream will handle them. 

WHY DID WE GO TO ALL THIS TROUBLE? 
Soft-Logik exists because of Atari users like 

yourself. We grew up with the Atari ST and we think 
Atari users deserve the best. We believe PageStream 
2.1 is the best. So the next time you feel Mac envy, 
take a dose of PageStream 2.1 . You won ' t be left 
wondering "where's the Mac?" 

Registered Owners Upgrade to 2.1 for S7S from now until June 1, 1991. PageStream 2.1 retails for S299.95 US/S359.00 (dn· 

Soft-Logik Publishing Corporation ~ We give you the tools to dream. J -800-829-8608 
PageStream is a registered trademark and "We give you the: tools (0 dream" is a trademark of Sof( ·Lo~ik Publi~hing Co~rJ~on . Adobe Type Mana,@eris a uademark of Adobe Systems Inc . PostScript is a trademark of Adobe Symms. 
Bullet and Intellifoot are trademarks of AGFA Compugraphic. Atari is a traderrutr'k of Alan Corporation. Mac IS a type ot fmll consumed by pt:oplc 10 gardens. 4 111 l .111,uk · , i ,j " ,.11 I . '~ I" \ . 11I ,, ~L , .11 I -I I I) -~ IoU,)., 
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